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INTRODUCTION

After 1975, a programme of restoration and upgrading the
reactor as well as enlargement of the reactor facility was set
up. With the cooperation and assistance of the USSR, the reactor
was redesigned. In 1982 construction work commenced; in March
1984 the new reactor was inaugurated and its activities
restarted. This Safety Analysis Report aims at setting-up the
balance of all the safety problems of the Dalat Nuclear Reactor
with the standpoint and experience of 5 years' operation and
exploitation.

In the design of the reactor, the 3 well known purposes of
TRIGA reactor, i.e Training, Research and Isotope production, are
yet preserved as objectives of the new reactor. But a particular
emphasis, in the context of after war economics, is the different
peaceful applications of atomic energy to the country development
such as Isotope Production for use in medicine and agriculture.
Applied Research in geology and industry, and Training of
scientific and technical staff in the field of nuclear power.
Actually, these objectives are materialized in the design by the
request of power increase, concretely, by a value of thermal
neutron flux as high as possible for the envisaged power in order
to achieve the above mentioned purposes.

In the frame of design constraints :
- on environment : Dalat is a touristic city of the whole
country;
- on energetic supply : the local electrical network is rather
weak, inadequate for assuring safety requirements for the
operation of a nuclear reactor at sufficient high power; and
- on nuclear technique : to redesign the reactor in keeping its
old given geometrical structure with an utterly different kind of
fuel material, whereas requesting high technical features such as
doubling power to 500 kW but conserving the natural convection
heat exchange process, and the most significant feature is
obtaining about 2.E12 n/cm2.s for the value of thermal neutron
flux in the core ;

The structure of the core had to be modified in order to
attain the requested technical characteristics under these design
conditions and at the same time to assure the safety of reactor
operation and exploitation. A complementary reflector, an
extracting well had been then added to improve the natural
convection process, as well as the control command system, the
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heat exchange system and the ventilation system of the reactor
had to be completely renewed.

In the world, especially in the economical and technical
conditions of a developing country, it can be rarely found such a
characteristic reactor. Consequently, after 5 years' operation,
the detailed analysis of all safety related questions of this
reactor is of great interest and need, especially due to the fact
that a safety analysis report was not written at the commission
time. Its assessments and conclusions will open the way for
further studies involving safety aspects of the Dalat reactor for
the purpose of assuring the reactor operation, for eventual
transformation of its structural and instrumental components, and
for power up-rating in the next few years.

This safety analysis report is divided in 7 chapters :
- 1 . Characteristics of the site
- 2 . Architecture and construction
- 3 . Design characteristics of the reactor core
- 4 . Control and instrumentation
- 5 . Radiation protection and environment radioactivity
- 6 . Safety analysis of abnormal situations
- 7 . Organization and administration measures for ensuring safe

operation and exploitation of the reactor.

This safety analysis report for the Dalat reactor facility
is written in accordance with the criteria of International
Atomic Energy Agency. It is undertaken under the Research
contract No 4967/RO/RB with IAEA. The preparation of this safety
analysis report is achieved at the Department of Reactor Physics
and Engineering, Dalat Nuclear Research Institute, with the
participation of the Department of Radiation Protection DNRI and
with the contribution of the Nuclear Energy Department, Nuclear
Technique Center, Ho Chi Minh City.

DALAT, July 1989
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Chapter 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SITE

For the project of restoration of the Dalat
reactor, special attention has been paid to the
studies of the site in its ecological, climatic and
geological aspects. In particular, a geology study
has been carried out at the site to collect engi-
neering data for the reactor redesign project.

1- GEOGRAPHY - POPULATION - ECOLOGY

1- Geography. ..and .hy.dr.ogE.aBta

The Dalat nuclear reactor is situated on a hill in the
beautiful city of Dalat in the Highland of Vietnam, at 2.5 km
North-North East from the city center, at 1500 m altitude over
the sea level at co-ordinates 108°27'26" East longitude - 11°
17'06" North parallel.

Dalat stretches out on a large valley surrounded by high
mountains: the Langbian in the North, 2167 m, the Elephant in the
West and South, 1756 m, the Lapbe North in the North East, 2732
m, and the Dansena in the East, 1600 m [1]. DaLat is at 100 km
bird flight from the coastline. Inside, the general configuration
of Dalat consists of low hills dispersing between small valleys
where are concentrated population and vegetation.

Fig. 1 shows the site in the general landscape.

National Road No 20, the principal axis of communication,
connects Dalat to HoCMMinh City and other industrial centers.
But from any direction coming to Dalat, the communication always
passes by the Prenn Pass (500 m high, 10 km long mountain road).

One remarkable characteristic of Dalat is the existence of
many natural and artificial lakes. There are, at the center of
the city, 500 m SW from the site, the lake XuanHuong ( 1 km2), in
the North West the lake DaThien, at 15 km North-North East from
the site the large artificial lake SuoiVang (8 km2) and some
other small lakes as ThanTho, ChienThang...

In the area of the site two streams are pouring into
XuanHuong lake: one on the East of the site flowing from North
East to South West, one on the West of the site, from North West
to South East. Both streams have small basins, about 3 km2 and
low flow rates. In the dry season, they only spread out over 10
m, and in the rain season, about 50 m, with a total flow rate of
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0.1 - 0.3 m3/s. Winding their ways around feet of hills, they
supply XuaiiHuong lake with a layer of 2 cm thick sediment each
year.

The surface water of the region, with chemical composition
not very different from the origin, is of the type Cl-HCO3-Na.
The mineral content is about 0,04 g/1 and pH about 6. This
chemical composition is quite stable with time [3].

As the sources of watering and drinking water, the lakes of
the region play a very capital role in the life of the whole city
: the new water treatment facility installed on the border of
SuoiVang is using water of this lake to supply the city's need.
Therefore, it is of essential matter to continuously survey the
radioactivity of the region for potential contamination,
especially for XuanHuong lake nearby the reactor site, &ee
Chapter 5.

1.2- Population

Total population of Dalat in 1984 is 111,682 inhabitants, of
which 42,700 workers (agriculture occupies 28.5 % ) , see Table 1,
[2]. A number of ethnic minorities is also present in Dalat and
the neighbouring areas.

It must be remarked that Dalat is a touristic city, tourists
visit Dalat all the year round, the dry period is the high season
for tourism (November to April). The annual average number of
tourists is more than 100 thousand with lodging time

TABLE 1- Population partition according to economical activity

: Sectors of economics

: Productive sectors
: -Industry
: -Agriculture
: -Forestry
: -Construction
: -Transport
: -Post
: -Commerce & Mat. supply
: Tertiary sectors
: -Agro-industrial service :
: -Scientific research :
: -Education :
: -Culture & Art :
: -Medical service & Sport :
: -Finances :
: -Public administration :
: -Other activities :
: Students :
: Aged workers :

:Total :State :Collectiv

: 27
: 4
12

2
1

294: 7
716: 1
148:
625:
151: 1
519:
228:

1 850 :
8
1

2

2

5
1

984: 8
148:
297:
940: 2
460:
906:
336:
341: 2
635:
691:
684:

331:
617:
251:
625:
824:
909:
228:
331:
431:
923:
297:
940:
410:
890:
336:
341:
375:

:
•

8
2
5

3

956
174
761

232
458

699
311
22

24
5

260 .

451 :

individual

: 11 007 :
: 925 :
: 6 136 :

: 95 :
: 152 :

242 :
203 :

26 :
11 :

from several days to 1 week. In addition, Dalat receives about
5600 students/year and other temporary workers in agricultural or
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forestrial state farms. In recent years, the rate of population
increase is rather rapid. In general, most of the population live
mainly of agriculture, Table 1.

The distribution of population around the site is given in
Fig. 2. In the region outside the controlled area up to radius
1.5 km, the population density is very low, < 200 inh/kni2.
Outside this region, the density begins to augment until radius 5
km, in particular in the South West direction at 2.5 km from the
site, there is HoaBinh District, Center of the city, 6875
inh./km2, see Fig. 3 and Table 2.

TABLE 2- Population of district, commune around the site

: District, Commune

: District 1
: District 2
: District 3
: District 4
: District 5
: District 6
: Com. Xuan Tho
: Com. Xuan Truong
: Com. Ta Nung

: Population :

: 24 021 :
: 16 903 :
: 15 459 :
: 14 262 :

15 368 :
8 339
4 009 :
6 797
1 310

1.3-

One characteristic of DaLat is the multifarious and valuable
products of its agriculture [2]. It is mainly due to the
favorable climate of Dalat: a cool temperate weather with little
variance allows the development of different types of subtropical
vegetables and flowers all the year round, Table 3. Dalat is also
a center supplying an important quantity of tea and coffee (300
ha and 400 ha of plantation superficies respectively)

TABLE 3- Production rate of some agro-products of Dalat

: Agro-product

: FLOWER Tuberose
: Gladiolus
: VEGETABLE Cabbage
: Potato
: Carrot
: MED.PLANT Artichoke -
: CEREAL Maize
: Sweet potato:

Rate :

70 000 pi./ha :
100 000 pi./year :
17.0 T/ha/y :
14.5 T/ha/y :
33.0 TAa/y :
5.2 T/ha/y :
1.25 T/ha/y :
4.6 TAa/y :

In general, the soil surface of Dalat is covered by a
vegetal layer composed of farming areas and hills of pine trees
or grass and bushes. From aerophotography, Dalat is a whole green
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colour where appear some small spots (except in the Dalat
center) of population dwelling. The partition of utilized
surfaces (Table 4) as compared to the total superficies of Dalat
is given below :

- Agriculture soil
- Forestry soil

( 95 % of which are natural forests)
- Desert grass and bushes
- Habitation and communication use
- Water lake, river and the rest

As for the fauna, Dalat region is rather scarce of animals
especially birds and wild animals. Fish resource of the region
around the site is negligible (about some tens of kg per km of
river or lake). The fish supply i3 principally from the coastal
provinces.

TABLE 4- Present state of soil exploitation in Dalat

7,
60

13
5
14,

4%
%

%
%
6%

: 1.

: 2.

: 3.

: 4.
: 5.
: 6.

Soil use

Total superficies
Agriculture
Water surface used in Agr
Forestry
Natural forest
Special use
Habitation
Road
Hydraulic
Cultivated
Other use
Desert
River, stream
The rest

: Surface

: 42 426
: 3 126,75
: 149,62
: 25 584,32

24 192,03
: 2 015,55
: 1 234,98
: 397,90
: 58

3,46
320,31

5 391
512,20

5 796,15

, ha :

(7,4%) :

(60 %) :

( 5 %) ':

(13 %) :
(1,2%) :
(13,4%):

For industry, Dalat is almost not provided with important
industrial facilities. Except the small exploitation of kaolin
mine in the South West of the city along the Prenn Col, the rest
consists of workshop of mechanical repair and services,
manufacture of wood products and articles, etc..

For communication and transport, the principal means of
communication is transportation by road. The already existing
network of national and country roads and streets connects the
different population districts of Dalat, but the present state of
repair investment is more and more seriously degraded. On the
other hand, as not being an industrial center, the traffic
density in the city is very low as compared to HoChiMinh City.
For other means of transportation, the city possessed a railroad
station and an airport but they are not in service at present
(1988).
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Therefore it can be concluded that for the reactor site
there is no significant risk from industry or airplane origin.

2- CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

Dalat lies on the plateau with Highland manifestation of
tropical climate and seasonal wind [1,3]. Although lying right in
the tropic zone and receiving a rich quantity of radiation, Dalat
inherits a temperate weather all year round due to altitude and
geographical position. But inversely, because of its altitude,
Dalat is also very sensitive to any variation of atmospheric
meteorologic conditions from the ocean such as storm and tropical
low atmospheric pressure.

2.1- Wind - Sunnlneas_- _Eaiu_ ....

Pertaining to the South East Asia, Dalat is submitted to
the influence of the centers of atmospheric pressure of the
subtropics (subtropical high pressure of the Pacific) and of the
Equator (equatorial low pressure). Moreover, Dalat is also under
the strong influence of two seasons of wind: North East wind
season in Winter, and South West wind season in Summer. The high
season of the two seasonal winds manifests itself by the clear
existence of a dry season and a rain season. The North East wind
is predominant from November to January with frequencies varying
from 54.2 to 63.3 %, whereas in Summer, June - August, the
predominant South West wind with frequencies 42.4 - 67.8 %, Table
5.

Wind frequency and wind rose per month are given in Table 5
and Fig. 4. The average and maximum values of wind velocity in
months are also given in Table 5.

Because of the existence of great quantity of cloud in the
rainy months, the number of sunny hours is small, if compared to
Winter months there are months such that this number is only half
or less of that of winter months; July has the smallest sunny
hours, 121 h (Table 6). However, in comparison with the sunshine
hours of the day, Table 6, the average number of sunny hours of
the day is appreciable for the reason that Dalat belongs to the
zone of short daytime.

The global quantity of cloud in Dalat is average 46% but it
varies considerably with seasons, increasing from April, May to
attain maximum 63 % in July. Table 6 gives the global quantity of
cloud per month and other related quantities.
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TABLE 5- Frequency of wind direction and velocity (tn/s) ,[1]

Mon:No
-th:wind:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

:33
:43
:49
:52
:42
:29
:29
:13
:44
:40
:22
:20

,5:
,9:
,8:
,5:
,3:
,0:
,6:
,7:
,4:
,6:
,8:

N

1,
1,
0,

o,
0,

o,
0,
0,
1,
2,
2,
2,

0:
2:
6:
3:
8:
8:
7:
3:
3:
9:

NE :

45
25
12
8
3
0
0
0
4
21

3:54
5:63

,0:
,6:
,3:
,2:

"E

9
16
18
17

,0:11
,6:
,4:
,4:
,0:
,4:
,2:
,3:

1
2
0
3
13
12
8

,9:
,5:
,4:
,5:
,1:
,7:
,4:
,4:
,5:
,1:
,5:
,5:

.FREQUENCY:
SE :

3,1:
6,4:
7,0:
4,9:
3,9:
0,5:
0,4:
0,4:
2,5:
3,4:
1,6:
2,4:

S :

4,6:
3,2:
7,2:
7,4:
5,1:
2,2:
3,0:
0,6:
3,4:
3,0:
1,2:
1.4:

SW" :

1,6:
2,6:
2,2:
4,7:
9,0:
6,5:

W ":

0,9:
1,2:
2,1:
4,0:

20,4:
42,4:

4,6:45,9:
2,9:
3,9:
3,7:
0,8:
1.0:

67,8:
29,2:
9,5:
1,3:
0,5:

NW t
0,3:
0,3:
0,4:
0,5:
4,3:
16,1:
13,1:
13,4:
7,8:
3,3:
0,4:
0,2:

..Velocity _ _
averag

2,8
4,7
4,8
3,0
3,2
3,3
3,9
3,6
3,4
3,3
2,9
4,4

;: max.

: 10,5
: 17,0
: 21,0
: 13,0
: 16,5
: 12,5
: 12,5
: 16,0
: 12,0
: 10,0
: 18,0
: 14,0

Heat radiation in Dalat is abundant. The total annual
radiation can attain 140 kcal/cn>2. The annual radiation loss
balance also exceeds the low limit of tropical standard (the
latter is 75 kcal/cm2/year). Table 7 shows that in Dalat the
total radiation is maximum in March and minimum in September,
although the sun reaches the zenith in April and August.

TABLE 6- Sun height (H, deg.), Sunny time (S, h) and
Sunshine time per day (L, h ) , Global cloud (M, % ) ,
Low cloud (N, %) in the year in Dalat

.-Month

: 1
: 2
: 3
: 4
: 5

: 7
: 8
: 9
: 10
: 1 1 •

: 12 •

: H

: 56.51
65.15
75.51
87.45
83.09
78.39
80.21
87.45
81.09
63.39
59.39
54.45

: S

: 270
216
288
255
245
165
121
161
132
158
162
205 •

: L

: 11.37
11.63
11.93
12.28
12.55
12.70
12.64
12.41
12.08
11.76
11.45 •
11.30 :

: M

: 3.2
: 3.5
. 2.7
. 4.0

4.7
5.3
6.3
5.9
5.9
5.1
4.8
4.3 •

: N

: 1.7
: 1.9
. 1.5

2.4
3.3
3.7
4.1
4.0
4.0
2.9
2.9 :
2.8 :

• N/M,%:

: 53 :
54 :
56 :
60 :
70 :
70 :
65 :
68 :
68 :
55 :
60 :
65 :

In Dalat, rainy days are distributed very irregularly in
the year, in Winter and Spring it rarely rains, 2 - 6 days /
month. From April on, rains start, with 8-11 rainy days in April
up to 20 days in the following months until October, Table 8.
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TABLE 7- Composition of radiation balance in Dalai.
(kcal/cm2.month)

Month

: 1
: 2
: 3
: 4
: 5
: 6
: 7
: 8
: 9
: 10
: 11
: 12

Tot.Y.:

:Tot.Rad.

: 11.9
• 14.3
: 16.4

16.0
12.0
10.3
9.4
9.7
9.3
10.6
9.7
10.4

140.0

: Received

: 9.6
11.7

: 13.4
: 13.1

9.8
8.4
7.7
8.0
7.6
8.7
8.0
8.5

114.7

: Effective

: 4.0
3.9
4.0
3.0

: 2.6
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.8
3.0
3.4

36.1

: Loss balance

: 5.8 :
7.8 :
9.4 :
10.1

: 7.2 :
6.0 :
5.3 :
5.7 :
5.3
5.9 :
5.0 :
5.1 :

78.6 :

TABLE 8- Average rainy days per month (N, d) and Average
rain water per month (M, mm) at some places in Dalat

Month

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 :
10 :
11 :
12 :

LJiniyeraity
: N

1
•t

2
8
14
13
18
16
17
13
7
4

: M

: 6.5
: 10.5
: 32.4
: 155.2
: 178.6
: 210.3
• 215.1
174.9
292.9 :
230.0
83.9 .
43.7 :

Ann. average 1634mm:

;Caihe<
: N

: 3
• 2

• 4

11
20
20
22
23
24
17
9
6

]

: M

: 9.
: 14.
: 52.
: 161.
: 202.
: 180.
: 243.
: 240.
308.

: 258.
89. .
23. :

1.779 mm :

: N

: 3
: 2
: 4

9
. 17
18
19
17
20
15
9
4 •

: M

: 12.4
: 22.3
: 48.8
: 146.9
: 203.8
• 215.3

230.1
165.0
340.8
240.9
129.4
71.3

1866 mm •

: StQ
: N

: 2
: 2
: 3
: 10
. 16
• 1 7

19
16
20
14
8
5

i

.Giang.
: M

: 8.6
: 15.6
: 35.4
: 141.7
. 187.2
: 173.1
197.3
162.4
284.2
260.4
84.5
35.0

L585 mm

The average of precipitation in Dalat is 1634 mm/year, with
corresponding rainy days equal to 135 days, Table 8. In the South
(BaoLoc) rainfall is higher, 2500 mm/y, in the North (BanMeThuot)
it is also higher, 1700-2500 mm/y. Other data are given in Tables
9 and 10 and Fig. 5.

At the beginning of the rainy season (April, May), in Dalat
there are great and prolonged rainfalls attaining 200 mm of water
per 24 hours. Moreover, every year there are many storm rains
coming from the ocean. The influence resulted from these storms
in Dalat is the occurrence of great rainfalls attaining 400
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mm/fall or prolonging a whole week in Summer. This
characteristic feature has been underlined above and should be
taken into account when studying the climatic conditions of the
region.

In addition, in April, May especially, and sometimes in
June,there may be hailstorms.

TABLE 9a- Cumulated maximum and minimum rainfalls in term
of different periods in Dalat

Period, year

5
10
20
30
40
60
70
80
90
100

: Max. rain water, mm

: 1984
: 2127

2253
2348
2408
2540
2519
2354
2564 :
2581 :

Min. rain water, mm

: 1505
1259
1123
1036
977
937
905
868
823
806

TABLE 9b- Rain water per month (mm) versus frequencies of
assurance P (%) measured at Dalat University from 1964-1974

p *

5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
95

: 1 :

: 24:
: 20:
: 15:
12:
9:
6:
4:
1:
-;
-;
-:

~2 "

60
49
35
25
18
10
3
-
-
-
-

: 3~

: 78
: 67
: 55
: 46
: 39
32
26
18 .
10 :
- ;
- :

_ Month.
: 4 : 5 :

: 264: 291:
238: 269:
209: 238:
189: 215:
171: 196:
155: 179:
139: 161:
122: 142:
101: 120:
73 : 89 :
56 : 71 :

6 :

387:
338:
294:
262:
235:
210:
185:
159:
127:
83 :
63 :

"i : 8 :

305: 287:
288: 259:
257: 230:
241: 209:
228: 191:
215: 175:
203: 159:
189: 141:
173: 120:
157: 91 :
130: 62 :

9 :

463:
419:
377:
345:
320:
299:
272:
246:
215:
173:
148:

10 :

374:
332:
297:
271:
250:
230:
210:
189:
163:
128:
105:

11 :

195:
169:
142:
122:
105:
89:
73:
56:
36:
9 :
- :

12

140
115
93
73
58
44
30
15
-
-
-

TABLE 10- Frequencies of occurrence of monthly rain water
pertaining to categories <2cm, 2-5cm, 5-10cm and >10cm,
measured at. Dalat University

Cat.;.. .__ ..._ ... ._ Month _
cm : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : 10 : 11 : 12

< 2 :91.6:88.9:70.4:60.9:74.7:76.4:81.7:86.5:69.8:67.3:73.8:90.
2-5 : 8.3:11.1:29.6:34.5:22.3:18.6:16.2:12.5:25.3:29.9:15.9: 6.
5-10: - : - : - : 4.6: 2.8: 4.1: 2.1: 1.1: 4.3: 2.0: 5.8: 4.
> 10: - : - : - : - : - : 0.7: - : - : 0.5: 0.7: - : -

- 14 -



2.2- Tej»per.atur.eJBv«nidiiyJliia1t

Under the influence of altitude, the average temperature in
Dalat is relatively low, 17.9 oC. Its maximum value is 19.1 oC i:i
May and the year round there is not any day with temperature
higher than 25 oC, Table 11. Fig. 6 presents the annual variation
of temperature in Dalat, and Table 12 gives the daily variations
and the diurnal variations of temperature versus month. From
this, it is seen that daily variation of temperature is very
small ( the greatest is 0.8 oC in February, the smallest, 0.5 oC
in June - August and in October). Other statistics on temperature
range is given in Table 13.

TABLE 11- Average monthly temperature Tt, Relative variance V,
Maximum monthly temperature Tx, Minimum monthly temperature Tm

:Month

: 1
: 2
: 3
: 4
: 5
: 6
: 7
: 8
: 9
: 10 :
: 11 •
: 12 :

: Tt

: 15.7
: 16.7
: 17.9

18.8
19.1
19.0
18.5
18.4
18.4
18.1
17.4
16.6

: V (%)

: 6
: 6
: 5

3
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
4

: Tx

: 27.2
: 28.1
: 28.9
: 28.9
. 27.0
. 26.5
. 26.3

26.0
26.5
25.5
25.4
26.2

(1964-1974)

(1964)
(1973)
(1970)
(1971)
(1969)
(1972)
(1970)
(1969)
(1964)
(1965)
(1965)
(1964) :

4.9
: 5.0

6.4
8.9

12.9
12.5
12.9
13.1
12.2
10.2
8.0
6.8

Tm :

(1965) :
(1967) :
(1972) :
(1968) :
(1968) :
(1967) :
(1964) :
(1971) :
(1966) :
(1966) :
(1974) :
(1964) •.

TABLE 12- Variations of temperature in Dalat

Month: 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : 10 : 11 :12

Variations between day of months :
: 0.7: 0.8: 0.7: 0.6: 0.5: 0.5: 0.5: - : 0.6: 0.5 0.6 0.7

Variations between day & night, averaged per month
:12.7:12.3:11.2: 8.2: 7.1: 6.4: 6.6: - : 6.9: 7.6 7.7 8.5

The relative humidity of air in rainy months in Dalat is
very high, 86 - 91 %. It is greatest , about 90 %,in July,
August, September; for dry months , it is between 75-85 %, Table
14. In the dry season, there are some days where the humidity
falls to 7-15 % at 1 p.m. Annual variations of the average
minimum humidity at 1 p.m is similar to that of the average
humidity, in March occurs the lowest value (40%), and in August
the highest (68%). The annual oscillation amplitude is 28 %,
Table 14.
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TABLE 13- Classifying average temperature versus frequency
of occurrence in Dalat from 1964-1972

Month

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 :
12 :

; .. .Class J31. ̂ y.erage..mojQtliily ieaEeratuj
: >= 10

: 100
: 100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100 :

: >= 13

: 92.4
: 95.5

99.3
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100 :
98.1 :

: >= 15

: 73.8
88.7
98.2
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
96.2
89.5

: >= 17

: 25.4
: 53.7

78.1
: 98.6

100
100
98.8
99.9
98.1
95.9
67.9
46.4

res_o.C.
: >= 20

: 0
: 2.8
: 2.1

16.7
15.2
11.1
3.7
1.1
0.3
0.6
0
0

Having such a humidity condition, Dalat presents a rather
small evaporation rate per year (580 mm in average). In the
hottest month (March) the quantity of evaporated water only
attain 84 mm, Table 14. The effective water reduction index is
also included in the Table (i.e the ratio between quantities of
received water and potential evaporation)

TABLE 14- Monthly variation of Relative humidity / in () are
corresponding values of HoChiMinh City/, Evaporation and
Effective water reduction index in Dalat

Month

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

;. .Relative. I
• average

80
79
75
85
89
88
90
91
90
89
85
83

(74)
(71)
(71)
(74)
(81)
(84)
(84)
(84)
(86)
(85)
(82)
(78) :

-iumiclity_.2»
• minimum

48
42
40
46
60
62
68
68
64
62
60
58

(46)
(43)
(43)
(46)
(54)
(59)
(61)
(61)
(63)
(62) •
(58) :
(52) :

;. Evaporation
mm

59
66
84
53
38
42
35
30
35
38
48
52

: Effective water
: reduction index

: 0.1
: 0.2
: 0.4

2.9
4.7
5.0
6.2
5.7
6.5
6.0
1.9
0.8

In Dalat, mist is another climatic phenomenon, existing
under two frequent forms: radiation fog and terrain mist. In case
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of thick fog, seeing range is reduced to 20-40 m. Fog often
occurs in Winter and Spring months and will be quickly dispersed
after sunrise. Terrain mist appears by flock and gradually clears
out into a sunny morning. Fog and mist last longer in valleys and
areas close to forests due to humidity, wind-tightness and cool
conditions in these locations.

To conclude, Dalat possesses some dangerous climatic
phenomena, but with low occurrence frequency and hazard
potentiality.

3- GEOLOGY - SEISMOLOGY - ENGINEERING GEOLOGY

3.1- Geology...

In neo-tectonic aspect, from Cainozoi up to present, the
Dalat area has been determined as a region of starting
consolidation and mountain creation with moderate speed of up-
grade < 0.02 m/year [3]. In this area are only some small
stretches of basalt aged Q II -IV, vestiges of past eruption in
the neighbouring regions. In the area located at 40 km from the
site, the greatest fault trending NE-SW, which is called DongNai
river fault (from DongNai province to TuyHoa province). With
this fault many smaller faults in the same direction were
excavated. All these faults and tectonic activities have made the
studied area a complex region on Mezozoic basement.

Another system of faults developed on Cainozoic stratum and
separated the DaLat region. They extend from MinhHai province to
ThuanHai, also of trending NE-SW and situated 80 km from the site
in SW direction, Fig. 7. In the Dalat area they are well
excavated into small faults hypothetically occurred from the end
of Mezozoi to the beginning of Canozoi, at the same time with
eruption activities in the Highlands. They are :

- First fault, trending from DiLinh to Lake ChienThang - DaThien
and situated 5 km from the site in NW direction.

- Second fault, trending NW - SE from BaoLoc to XuanHuong Lake
and situated 3 km from the site.

The stratum of the Dalat region, after geological study,
consists of:
- The deepest layer of conglomerate and polymictic coarse-grain
sandstone, at some places with intercalated beds of carbonate
siltstone and clayish.
- The middle layer of siltstone, clay-shale, carbonate clayish
and fine-grain sandstone.
- The upper layer of clay-shale, siltstone and coarse-grain
sandstone.

All this stratum was intruded by late cretaceous aged
granite, Fig 6.
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In Dalat, the thickness of this stratum can attain 400 m at
some places.

The majority of rocks in the Dalat area are weathering
clayish on primeval rocks (granite, dacite, clay-shale, sand-
shale..). In some places, the area is overlain by undivided
recent sedimentary rocks. This primeval granite is usually
subjected to physical weathering process and covered by layers of
weathering products composed of red-brown soil.

Winding at hill foot along valleys and water streams are
Holoxen sedimentary layers with various thickness from 0.5 - 30
m. On low hills there appear stretches of eroded granite surfaces
of which are covered with red, yellow spotted clay or weathering
kaolin clay of thickness 5-10 m [4].

During the prospecting engineering work for the
reconstruction of the Dalat reactor, 10 drillholes in the area of
the site had been perforated at depths of 9 - 13.5 m. The soil
samples from these holes were analyzed for their mechanical
characteristics, the results shown in Table 15, [5].

3.2-- Seismology....

The Dalat area is situated between two systems of NE-SW
faults, i.e:

- LocNinh - PhanThiet fault system, and
- ThacMo - TuyHoa system.
In the seismological point of view, these faults divide the

Dalat area and the neighbouring regions into 3 tectonic zones,
Fig. 9.

- Zone 1 : situated in ThuDauMot, from TriAn to TuyHoa, with
prognosticated strength of earthquake of grade 7-8 ( MSK scale)
and appearance of strong neo-tectonic activity.

- Zone 2 : situated in HoChiMinh city - BienHoa - HamThuan -
DaLat - NhaTrang, with prognosticated strength of earthquake of
grade 6 and with basis on starting consolidation.

- Zone 3 : situated in ThacMo - BuonMeThuot, with earthquake
strength of grade 6-7 and appearance of weak neo-tectonic
activity.

The noteworthy faults in the studied area are all far from
the site (> 5 km) and are datermined as completely consolidated,
aged 500-800 million years. In addition, the system of smaller
faults discovered in NW-SE trending is under consolidation, too,
Fig. 9.

For the site, the seism strength of 6 MSK-grade was chosen
in designing engineering works, and with the above mentioned
seismo-geological structure, the gravity acceleration of the
DaLat region i3 estimated at 0.075 m/s/s.

3.3- Engineer.ing.ge.tt.lQgy.. ....
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From the analyses of mechanical properties on soil samples
of the area of the DaLat nuclear reactor, the following parameter
values are used in designing engineering construction:

Specific dry mass
Porosity coefficient
Natural angle of slope
Shearing strength
Bulk modulus
Ground water level

1.73
1,236

20 30'
0,426
33,47
6

T/m3

kg/cm2
kg/cm2
m.

The determination of mechanical properties on samples of
other kind of rocks, such as clayish, clay-sandstone, has been
carried out, the results are included in Table 15. From these
data, one can conclude that on natural basement civil and
engineering constructions of small and medium sizes can be built.
On tops of hills that are overlain by thin layer of weathering
rocks great size construction on basement of primeval rocks can
be built by smoothing the surface and foundation setting.

Ground water in the area is of the upper sub-stratum
originated from rain water and contained in crevices created in
weathering rocks. Some wells perforated in the city afford quite
high quality water with moderately high flow rate.

By the bumpy characteristic of the terrain, phenomena of
erosion and crumble are widely developed in the area. The erosion
depth reaches 40-50 m and the average horizontal separation is
about 1 km/km2. At the site, this phenomenon is observed but is
limited by the existence of plants and vegetation.

Due to natural angle of slope (or internal friction angle)
of 20+4 of the clay layer on weathering rocks and the unswollen
clay type, landslide does not appear in the area [3].

In the area, the wet slide and underground erosion do not
appear, either. The gradient of arterial water is so low that the
exit points of water only appear deeper in erosion gills.

In a word, within the scale of the Dalat reactor and with
the above mentioned characteristics of engineering basement
together with chosen parameters for construction design, the
Dalat nuclear reactor can operate in safety conditions without
special seismo-geological measures [6].
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FIG.8 SUMMARY STRATIGRAPHICAL COLUMN

Stratum Description Thickness
(m)

Depth Age Engineering
Formation

Weathering!Layer of soil
crust on i
granite as|Layer of siltstone with
late cre-jsand yellow,solid,pasty
taceous ,'

(Layer of siltstone,
!rouge, solid, pasty

0.3-0.7

3.3

0-0.7

0.7-4

Q4

4-6 K2-
Q4

Physicaly
weathering

ILayer of siltstone,
Iclayish with white
I sports, plastic, pasty

8-20 6-26

ILayer of clay.breccian,
!white,coarse grain with
!few coloured ninerals

0.5-1 26-27

Magmatic ',Granite, grey-white,
intrusive [coarse grain with
late cre-ifew coloured ninerals
taceous j
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Chapter 2

ARCHITECTURE AND CONSTRUCTION

The reconstruction of the Dalat reactor facility
has been proceeded in two steps. The first one
concerning the consolidation of the cupola roof of the
reactor hall was carried out long before the effective
start of reconstruction work in March 1982. All main
constructions were completed within 19 months and
assembling of equipments and systems necessary for the
reactor start-up achieved within 3 months.

1- SURFACE LAYOUT

The surface layout of the reactor building is disposed as
the old plan, engineering assurance obeys the general
requirements of technological regulation on nuclear safety,
radiation protection, fire protection and thunderbolt protection.

The precedent architecture of disposition of all building
and internal roads on circular orbit is respected.

The radiation control and surveillance area has a radius of
300 m from the stack. Inside this area only engineering
constructions belonging to the reactor facilities are allowed,
excluding all constructions for other utilization purpose.

The reactor building is constructed on the top of the hill
with the absolute altitude of the floor equal 1506.35 m, composed
of the reactor hall and the building No 1. The technical
building, Bldg No 2, is situated at 1505.75 m altitude level and
Building No 5 at

TABLE 1- List of construction work of Dalat reactor facility

No : Utilization : Bldg number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Reactor hall
Technical building
Transformer
Water reserve tanks, V = 250 m3
Radioactive waste disposal builciing
Water tower
Cooling tower
Security control
Ordinary liquid waste treatment bldg
Sludge drying yards
Condensing unit
Liquid waste pumping station
Transit tank

1
2
3

4-1, 4-2
5
6
7
13
15

16-2, 16-2
17
18
19
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14 : Stack
15 : Combustible storage
16 : Mechanical workshop

20
21
22

1503.60 m. The whole project possesses 16 construction works,
Table 1 and Fig. 1. The reactor facility is fenced in with barbed
wire and constantly watched for security protection.

2- REACTOR BUILDING

The reactor building is the principal work of the whole
facility. It is an old construction to be repaired and reinforced
during the restoration period 1980-1983.

2.1 Parameters, for...engineering, cpnatructton....

Geological data used for the design are as following [1].

- Absolute altitude level 1504,22 m
- Soil constitution :

. surface soil thickness 0,5 m

. wet clay layer thickness 6,0 m

. pasty clay layer under level of ground water
- Ground water depth 4,4-6,0 m

(without corrosion for concrete and iron,
far away from construction bases).

- Mechanical properties of ground :
. specific mass 1,3 t/m3
. porosity coefficient 1,236
. elastic modulus 33,47 kg/cm2
. internal friction angle 20 30'

- Air temperatures min 4,9 oC
max 28,9 oC

- Wind velocity 21 m/s
- Earthquake, MSK scale 6 MSK

2.2- Engin.e.ering_.8olu.tiQn.._

The reactor hall P.101 possessed cylindrical structure with
roof shell of cupola form which has been repaired to improve its
waterproof quality as well as to reinforce its strength. The
reactor hall is connected to Bldg No 1 through the radiation
isolating corridor and provided with an air-tight door to the
reactor control room, Fig. 2.

The reactor building was constructed at the beginning of the
1960's. The adopted solution for the reactor hall was to use a
structure of linked frame reinforced concrete in one piece
composed of foundation,pillars, links, top pillar consoles,
cupola roof and protecting wall.
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The reinforced concrete wall of the reactor hall is 12cm
thick with 20 regularly intercalated pillars on cylindrical
concrete foundation. The concrete roof of small slope is
supported by concrete beams reposing on tops of pillars.

The cupola roof shell, some time after its completed
construction, presented a series of cracked defects of width
exceeding permissible limit. Their causes could be that during
design construction, not enough attention had been paid to the
elastic deformation of the elastic pillow location where the roof
beams are resting on the tops of wall pillars. At the beginning
of the 1980's, within the project of restoration of the reactor
facilities, the roof was consolidated using the solution offered
by the Institute of Industrial Construction Design, Ministry of
Construction. In the new design, the elastic pillows are iron-
reinforced at pillar tops. The cracked roof with insufficient
strength is then suspended to a new one in one-piece concrete.
Therefore, the reactor hall presents a double roof structure.
The solution of the Triga reactor ventilation through the roof is
also abandoned .

The reactor hall, acting as the 3rd barrier for nuclear
safety and radiation protection in the same time as the security
protection of the reactor, was calculated to undergo a pressure
of 170 kg/cm2 in case of accident leading to an augmentation of
pressure inside the reactor hall. The principal gate, made of
steel, is air tight and kept locked by a compressed air system.
Within present conditions, the functioning of the gate encounters
certain inconvenience. The 2 other doors, one accessing, to the
reactor control room P.128, one to the radiation isolating room
P.130, are made of steel and also air-tight, see Ch. 5. The
cemented floor is covered by a piece of plastic which , in
principle, is air-tight against radioactive gases for underlying
canal containing electrical conductors and signal cables towards
the reactor building No 1.

The reactor hall is of 300 m2 surface, 4400 m3 volume and is
lighted by two rows of neon tubes. A rotating bridge crane of 4 T
load scans all the reactor hall. Its cable had been broken twice
in the past, when replaced in 1988, the new cable has been tested
for load resistance. The utilization of this crane above the
reactor surface and especially above the area of the 7-motor
drive of the reactor control system obeys safety regulation of
the Institute.

The concrete shielding surrounding the reactor tank is
composed of a reinforced concrete layer and a heavy concrete
layer of specific mass 4.4 T/m3 and 30-40 cm thickness. In
restoring the rector, increasing its power from 250 to 500 kW,
another layer of heavy concrete is added to the upper part of the
radiobiological shielding as well as to its lower part at the
beam exit of the thermalizing column. All the old cracks, and the
newly observed ones, on the concrete shielding remained
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undeveloped. The reason may be that attention has been paid
toadd no more heavy unsymmetrical loads to the reactorshielding.

By the technological requirement of the new reactor, a
radiation shielding, steel-made and 15 cm thick, 3.6 T cover has
been added to the reactor platform where 7 motors of the reactor
control system are also disposed near the cover: this constitutes
a weak point in the new design in the safety point of view. All
these supplementary weights, in addition to a water tank and a
spent fuel extracting container when in use on the reactor upper
floor, do not create any additional stress to the aluminum tank
of the Triga reactor.

2.3- Re.ac.ior. building., axrajagement.

The reactor bldg No 1 is divided in 2 zones of different
degrees of radiation protection :

- ordinary zone,
- radiation controlled zone where are disposed most of reactor
equipment and those of the Isotope production laboratories, the
radioactivity of this zone being higher.

These zones are separated, having their own entrances. To
enter the controlled zone, the personnel must traverse the
radiation isolating rooms (these rooms were designed to receive
55 workers in the controlled zone). In particular, to enter the
reactor hall, one must use another isolating room, P.130, which
also contains special protection equipment reserved for repair
work and for emergencies.

The controlled zone is composed of the following rooms:
P.101 (reactor hall), P.113-115, 117, 123, 124 (isotope
production), P.118 (dosimetry), P.122, 125 (nuclear physics),
P.126 (fresh fuel storage), P.127 (ventilation aspiration and
filters), P.128, 150 (reactor control and operation), P.130,
P.131-136, 141-147 (radioactive hygiene) and room P.148 (primary
loop techniques), Table 2. Before leaving, radiation workers can
control themselves and wash themselves in personal rooms P.131-
147. Furthermore, by lack of space, the neutron activation
analysis laboratory P.103 has to be transferred outside this
zone.

Room P.148, in the reactor hall, contains technical
equipment of the primary loop (heat exchanger, primary pumps,
water filters, valves for taking water samples for analysis,
gauges,..) is the location of high radioactivity and potential
leakage of contaminated water, the walls surrounding this room
are made of thick concrete and the floor is covered by stainless
steel plates.

All the floors of other laboratories or corridor in the
controlled zone are covered with cement-made brick, or cemented
and overlain by plastic for easy decontamination, Table 2.
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Two water spouts, installed in the principal corridor, are
capable of extinguishing fire in the reactor hall and other
laboratories. However, by the tight lock condition of the reactor
hall and its long corridor structure, an emergency exit is
necessary for emergencies.

TABLE 2- Radiation controlled zone and floor quality

: Name of room

: Reactor hall
: Control & operation
: Ventilation, aspir.&filter
: Ventilation, air supply
: Isotope production

: Dosimetry control
: Radioactive hygiene
: Analysis physics
: Primary loop equipment

: Number

: 101
128, 150
127
111, 116
113 - 115,-
117,123,124
118, 130
131,...147
122, 125 :
148

Type of floor :

plastic covered
linoleum :
cemented :
cement brick :
cement brick and :
plastic covered :
plastic covered :
cement brick :
cement brick :
stainless steel :

3- VENTILATION SYSTEM

In general, a ventilation 3ystem for radioactive gases is
mainly composed of 3 parts : blowing ventilation for pure air
supply, close-shut working areas, and aspirating-filtering of
discharged radioactive gases. The air supplied can be filtered
before blowing into the working areas. After filtering, the
discharged air can be diluted before entering the stack. The
filters used must be able to retain particles of a diameter
greater than o.3 um.

The unique ventilator of the Triga ventilation system,
installed on the top of the cupola roof, was replaced by a
completely new ventilation system with greater blowing-aspirating
power in order to transfer the totality of radio-active gases of
the reactor hall and building No 1 to the 40 m high stack
constructed at about 50 m from the reactor. Schemes of the
ventilation systems of the Dalat facility are given in Fig. 3.
The ceiling of Bldg No 1 was redone to support water pipe lines
and close air tubes.

The reactor hall and control room are ventilated by the
aspirating systems B-l, B-2 and by the blowing system P-3. The
special aspirating system B-l takes air from the upper surface of
the reactor tank and horizontal beamport to transfer to the stack
after having traversed the filter A-53. When the ventilation
system is working, an underpressure of about 6-10 mm of water
column is assured in the reactor hall, this difference of
pressure is indicated by a U-form nanometer at the entrance.
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In case of accident with radioactive gases dispersed in
the reactor hall, by signal from the radiation protection system,
the hermetic valves on the air tubes of the systems B-2 and P-3
are closed and the ventilation of the reactor hall is stopped,
but the local system B-l continues to aspire to diminish the
pressure as well as filter radioactive gases. Only after the
radioactive concentration inside the reactor hall has decreased
to the permissible level, can the valves of the systems B-2 and
P-3 be opened and people enter the reactor hall.

During accident, if it is necessary to enter the reactor
hall to carry out repair work, special protection equipment must
be used, they are air supplied by flexible pipes connected to the
blowing system P-4.

The quantity of ventilation systems is determined by the
possibility of aspiration at the place in associating
laboratories into groups of same function. The "clean" location
or new laboratory is ventilated by local ventilator fixed on the
wall.

Room P.150 containing electronic boards of the control-
command system SUZ of the reactor is air-supplied by the system
P-5 and aspirated by the system B-6. In addition, an air-
conditioner has been installed to ensure stable temperature.
Experience gained in the past operation years shows that another
humidity regulating and temperature stabilizing air-conditioner
should be installed in the reactor control room P.128 in order to
secure better working conditions for the whole reactor control
system which, besides, utilizes a lot of non-tropicalized
components.

All other rooms in the controlled zone are ventilated by the
systems P-l, P-2 and B-3, B-4, B-5. Laboratories at Bldg No 2
have an independent ventilation system, Fig. 3. Other rooms of
the ordinary zone are not ventilated (natural ventilation).

In 1988, measurement of load resistance of the filter of the
Bl system, a typical filter of Soviet-made polymer tissue, gives
difference of pressure equal to 333 Pa. This relatively small
value, together with the regular assessment of radioactivity of
airborne waste after the filter, allows one to conclude that
after more than 4 years' operation, the filter still works well.
However, in preview of emergency, it will be necessary to
consider the possibility of providing the system with a
complementary filter made of charcoal to filter radioactive
Iodine products. Furthermore, in the climatic condition of Dalat,
the stability and strength of the stack and its binding ropes
must be controlled with care.

Besides, as several ventilators and blowers are to be
installed in the same place, the problem of noise protection must
be solved. The main measures are to let them work with their
highest efficiency, to use soft buffers at the inlet of air-
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conducting tube, to restrain the velocity in the main tube to 8
m/s and 2 m/s at the shutter, to install ventilator motor on
elastic sock. To diminish noise level, noise dispersing
techniques of tube or slab forms are used.

4- SYSTEMS OF WATER SUPPLY AND TREATMENT

4.1- Water_supply_system

The system supplies water for living, fire fighting, as well
as secures water supply for normal/abnormal activities of the
reactor. The facility receives water from the common pipe line of
the city, not through a special purpose independent pipe line
direct from the water station as for the former TRIGA.

As in the 1970's, the insufficient pressure of the city
water could not ensure the need of the reactor facility (i.e. the
pressure at the entry point of city water was evaluated at 0.5
kg/cm2 only), a system composed of two 250 m3 tanks (4-1,4-2), a
pumping station ( underground bdlg. No 2) and a water tower (No
6) were constructed to regulate water pressure in the reactor
facility, see schema Fig. 4.

The water supply system affords water for
- watering and drinking (pressure 15 m of water column)
- industrial use and fire fighting (pressure 20 m)
- reactor cooling secondary loop (pressure 25 m)

After the design, the capacity of the system is :
- 15 m3/day drinking, washing, watering purposes
- 64 m3/day laboratory and industrial activities
- 2.5 m3/h additional supply for the reactor
- 15 m3/s fire fighting
- 15 m3/h reactor accident fighting

In designing the pumping station, the pumps used have the
following characteristics :

- pump K20/30, 20 m3/h, pressure 3 kg/cm2, used for general
activities and production (2 pumps 28-1, 28-2, one in reserve).

- pump KM-90/55a, 90 m3/h, pressure 4.3 kg/cm2, used for
fire fighting and reactor need (3 pumps 29-1, 29-2, 29-3, one
working, two in reserve : one on network and one on diesel).

- pump KM-90/55a, used for the secondary loop (2 pumps 29-4,
29-5, one in reserve).

At prfisftnt, the pressure of the city water has risen up to
about 2.5 kg/cm2 enough for general activities in the reactor
facility. In consequence, it is decided to modify the water
supply system by a direct connection to by-pass the pumping
station. However, in case of fire or accident on the reactor, the
initial designed system must be used.
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Water sources are protected in closed strong tanks, with a 2
m high atmospheric connection pipe. Ail high construction works
such as water tower No 6, cooling tower No 7 are provided against
thunderbolt. The water supply system can be operated at distance.
However, as the facility has not its own independent pipe line,
for security reason, especially for the open-to-air secondary
loop, the quality of water should be periodically controlled.

4.2 - Water..evacuation, and.icgatmaat.

The system of water evacuation in the reactor facility
belongs to 3 categories :

- sewerage water, using cast iron pipe line of diameter 100
- 150 mm connected to bath-rooms, washing basins and the water
treatment station.

- radioactive liquid waste, using the special pipe line K3
made of stainless steel, connected to different sources of liquid
effluent from Bldg. No 1, 2, and 5 and returned to the liquid
waste processing unit installed underground of Bldg No 2.

- Rain water evacuated by ditch, underground water drained
by sand filled canals.

In order to preserve the ecological purity of the tourist
city, a sewerage treatment complex has been designed
(construction works 15 -19) but it i3 abandoned now. Ordinary
liquid effluent is treated by traditional method.

The radiation liquid waste processing unit has been designed
with the initial purpose of reutilization of the treated water to
supply the reactor supplementary needs in high quality water. At
present, this need is yet relatively small, the initial design of
the processing unit has been modified aiming at separating at
input and at output these two tasks of water treatment and
additional water supply. The main part of water treatment being
kept unchanged, and used in common for the two tasks. For the
reactor water supply, the treatment uses tap water at input, see
ch. 3 and [2]. For the waste treatment, liquid effluent contained
in the tanks 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, Fig. 5, are coagulated in the same
tanks to eliminate most of radioactive suspended substances.The
settled sludge in the conic lower part of the tanks is
transferred to bldg. No 5 for cementation as radioactive waste.
The remaining water follows the main treatment process of the
system consisting of mechanical filters and ion exchange filters.
After this filtration, water is controlled for radioactivity
level before discharging to the environment. (Following the
initial process the filtered water is contained in tanks 16-1,
16-2 for further treatment before supplying the reactor).

The system of evacuation of radioactive liquid waste has a
capacity of 5 m3/day, using stainless steel pipe of 80 mm
diameter lain at 1-1.5 m under ground. The pipe line was welded
under Argon gas and controlled by X-ray.
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5 ELECTRICITY SUPPLY

The main line of electricity supply for all activities in
the reactor facility directly connects the 6.6 kV transformer to
the power station of Dalat . The overall consumption of
electricity calculated in the design is 460 kVA supplied by the
principal transformer of 1000 kVA installed in Bldg No 3. In Bldg
No 1 are ditches for electrical cables under the floor. The weak
point of the local network is its insufficient power leading to
frequent failures or short deficiencies due to overload.
Especially in storms and the rainy season, electrical network
deficiencies usually occur under thunderbolt.

In Building No 3 were installed two other diesel generators
of 50 kVA each. They are used alternately to supply current for
the most important equipment of the reactor facility to ensure
its safety in case of electrical network deficiency. By the need
of rapid commutation in case of failure, one of the generators
must, work under no load regime in parallel to the reactor
whenever the latter is at power. A rapid commutation system is
under study permitting to switch in the generator in case of loss
of network current.

For the security of the reactor facility, a system of high
pressured lamps has been provided, but after several years they
are almost out of work because of climatic condition and are
replaced by ordinary lamps.

An internal telephone system of 300 number capacity has been
installed in the Institute together with 4 interurban telephone
sets. The external telephone system is not connected and
transmitted to the internal system and the general condition of
telecommunication is not easy in the region. In case of
electrical network deficiency, the internal communication in the
reactor facility is assured by feeding the internal telephone
system with diesel current.

6- LABORATORIES AND ADMINISTRATION

Some laboratories are installed in Bldg No 1 (Isotope
production, Applied Nuclear physics) and Bldg No 2 (Water
treatment, Analytical chemistry, Environment control).As the 2nd
stage of construction work of the development of the Institute is
postponed, some working surface disposition has been relocated:
the cloth washing room initially of 100 m2 is divided into
different chemistry laboratories, the telephone central room is
reduced to transfer surface for computer installation. The
technical building No 2 is taken over by the Directorship and the
Planification Division. Other administration divisions are
transferred outside the reactor facility, reutilizing dwellings
reserved for construction workers. Other laboratories , nuclear
electronics, radiobiology, are installed in the auxiliary center,
2 km from the reactor facility. The laboratory of material
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irradiation using Co-60 source is installed on the grounds of
Dalat University.

In the 1st quarter of 1989, the construction of the security
post at the entrance of the Institute has been completed,
ameliorating the surveillance task at the principal entry gate
and improving the security control of the reactor facility.
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Chapter 3

THE REACTOR

According to the planned schedule, the first start-up of
the reactor was performed in October 30th 1983 . After the
first loading of fuel elements and the reactor start-up had
been completed, the procedure was interrupted for several
weeks due to an abnormal darkening of fuel element surfaces.
Finally, the working configuration of the core was obtained
on March 20th 1984 with the 72h successful test operation
of the reactor.

1- BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF DESIGN

The Dalat Nuclear Reactor was designed on the base of
reconstructing and expanding the former TRIGA MARK II Reactor.
The former reactor was put into operation in 1963 with nominal
power of 250 kW. In fact it had been operating until 1968. In
1975, all of fuel elements of the reactor were unloaded and taken
away.

When designing the new reactor, in order to satisfy the
tasks of research, training, neutron activation and radioisotope
production, the following design requirements had been suggested:

- Re-use of some bulk structures such as the radiation
concrete shield, the horizontal beam tubes, the thermal column,
the aluminum reactor tank, the graphite reflector surrounding the
core, the reactor hall and the crane.

- Increase of reactor power without changing the heat
exchange regime, i.e. in the new reactor, the heat exchange
regime is still natural convection.

In the conditions of a developing country and since power of
local electricity supply sources i3 unstable, the solution of
using the natural convection regime meets the requirements of
nuclear safety standards. However, some applications in
radioisotope production and neutron activation analysis need a
rather high power level. In other words, it is necessary to
produce neutron flux in the reactor core as high as possible.

Therefore, in order to meet the requirements of application,
training and research, with a completely different fuel element
type in the fixed geometry structure of the core, the design of
the new reactor had led to particular technical solutions. The
optimal design solution which had been chosen was to increase
reactor power to 500 kW, accompanying with the following
technological characteristics of the core structure in order to
assure the maximal thermal neutron flux of 2 - 3E13 n/cm2sec :
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- Use of fuel element with relatively high U235 enrichment
(36%, Aluminum-Uranium alloy), and fuel bundle composed of three
concentric shells to increase heat exchanging area.

- Ameliorating neutron reflection by installing a beryllium
couronne just inside the old graphite reflector.

- Natural convection reinforced by extracting effect caused
by an extracting well placed just above the core.

The above mentioned particular design basis had led to some
precautions which have to be taken to meet the criteria of
nuclear and radioactive safety, namely :

- Use of a new control and protection system suitable to the
new type of fuel element. The system consists of 7 control rods
distributed symmetrically in the core and 9 neutron detectors
placed outside the graphite reflector.

- Use of a new cooling water system (comprising primary and
secondary water circuit) with the function of heat transfer,
water filtering and processing, with reserve component working in
3tand-by regime assuring safety criteria.

- Use of a supplement radiation shield on the top of the
reactor and around the old radiation concrete shield. The reactor
tank is protected by a thick steel cover to prevent the effect of
radioactive gases brought up to reactor surface by the effect of
the extracting well.

- Use of a new system for air ventilation and filtering
radioactive waste gases.

- Because the gamma high dose in the old reactor tank did
not permit access to the core for assembling, the whole reactor
core has to be suspended from the top of the reactor tank.

All of the above characteristics mark a particular research
reactor : thermal neutron flux in the core reaches a rather high
value of 2.E13 n/cm2sec while the reactor power level is rather
low (500 kW), although this power level is a bit high for the
regime of heat exchange by natural convection

2- REACTOR DESCRIPTION

The Dalat Nuclear Reactor with nominal power of 500 kW is a
swimming pool research reactor. It is used for :

- Element analysis by neutron activation method
- Radioi3otope production
- Research and training

The reactor was installed on the ground level, see Fig. 1. A
structure of concrete shield was built around the reactor tank
and the major components, Fig. 2. For more details, see the
technical design documentation [1].

2.1- Structure of reactor tank

2.1.1. The reactor tank is an aluminum cylinder placed inside a
biological concrete shielding. This protection block is 6.55 m
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high as compared with the ground floor, the width of the lower
part is 6.96m, the upper part is smaller. Around this part, a
concrete shielding was added during the reconstruction, Fig. 2.
The reactor tank has 6.26m depth, 1.98m diameter and lcm
thickness. The graphite reflector and the reactor core are placed
inside the tank. The tank and the graphite reflector are the old
structures of the former TRIGA Reactor, which have been reused in
the design.

2.1.2. The core and the reflector couronne are located at a
depth of 5m in distilled water. Water is used as moderator,
coolant, reflector as well as biological protection. To reinforce
the convection process, just, above the core is placed a
cylindrical extracting well of 2m height .

2.1.3. A cylindrical chemise is installed inside the aluminum
tank. It has 1.90m diameter and 3.56m height and is hung from the
top of the reactor to serve as a suspender of the core
structures. At the bottom part of the suspender is a supporting
base, the upper part of which has some structures to support the
tubes for directing control rods, the tubes containing neutron
detectors or temperature sensors, a tube for loading samples into
the rotary specimen rack, a channel for transferring spent fuel
bundle.

2.1.4. The supporting base is a stainless steel slab having a
height of 20cm and used for suspending the extracting well and
the core. Fig. 3. On the edge region of the surface of the
supporting base and outside the extracting well there are two big
trapezoid holes for water convection and 24 small holes
containing 24 "glasses" which are the temporary storage places
used for spent fuel elements or other objects taken from the
core, each "glass" can contain 3 fuel elements.

2.1.5. The cover of the reactor tank is made of a thick steel
plate, with a thickness of 15cm and a weight of 3.6 ton. It is
used for radiation protection and can be revolved by an electric
motor or by hand, Fig. 4. The cover is provided with some holes
for in-core operation.

2.1.6. Besides, next to the reactor tank, there is another pool
for permanently storing spent fuel elements. It is the old
biological irradiation pool, using the thermalized column of the
former TRIGA Reactor with some changes in its design. Depth of
the pool is 3.7m. Its wall is made of stainless steel surrounded
by a heavy concrete shielding block. The pool has covers and is
filled with distilled water. Spent fuel bundles will be taken
from the core and placed in the temporary storage in the reactor
tank. After sufficient cooling time, they will be transferred to
the permanent storage by a 1.5 ton lead cask. The permanent
storage pool has 300 holes to contain spent fuel bundles.

2.2- Structure of the core and fuel element
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2.2.1. The reactor core has a shape of a cylinder having a
height of 60cm, a diameter of 46.5cm (its volume is equal to 100
liters). Inside the core are placed fuel elements, beryllium rods
and absorption rods. All of these elements are fixed by two
perforated plate structures at the bottom. The distance from the
reactor tank bottom to the bottom of the core is about 60cm.

2.2.2. The graphite reflector surrounding the core is a rim
block, having 32.6cm thickness, 46.5cm inner diameter and 58.4cm
height. The graphite is enveloped by a water tight aluminum
cladding. Inside the graphite block, there are three big holes
coaxial with three horizontal beam tubes. A deep drain is made on
the upper part of the graphite reflector for installing the
rotary specimen rack. The reflection materials above and under
the core consist of aluminum and water.

2.2.3. The two perforated plates are placed at the bottom of
the core. Each plate has 121 holes distributed in a triangular
lattice with step of 35mm, of which 114 holes are used for fuel
bundles, beryllium rods or irradiation channels, the seven
remainder holes are used for control rods. All these elements are
maintained fixed at the bottom by the distance separating the two
perforated plates and at the top by the edges of juxtaposed
elements.

2.2.4. Fuel elements used in the new reactcr belong to the
Soviet WR-M type. They are made of Aluminum- Uranium alloy with
Aluminum cladding. In average each fuel bundle contains about
40.3g of U-235 distributed on thrc^ coaxial fuel shells, the
outermost shell has a shape of hexagonal cylinder with size of
32cm, the two inner shells have cylinder shape with diameter of
22mm and 11mm respectively. Each shell consists of three layers,
the fuel layer with a thickness of 0.7mm is wrapped between two
aluminum alloy cladding layers of 0.9mm thickness. The gaps from
2.5-3mm between the shells of a fuel bundle are used as passage
for water circulation. The total length of the fuel element is
865mm, of which the fuel containing part is 600mm long, the
remainder parts are made of aluminum, the upper tip has a shape
of a hexagon with a bit bigger size of 35mm, therefore fuel
bundles can support each other. At the two tips of a fuel bundle,
there are holes for water flow, Fig. 5.

2.2.5. Beryllium rods have the same outer shape as fuel
bundles, i.e. their horizontal section is also a hexagon with a
size of 32mm. They are placed at the periphery of the core,
forming a supplementary reflector rim. Besides, there is another
beryllium ring formed by some serrated beryllium blocks and
placed just inside the graphite reflector.

2.3- Neutron..detect_Qra...and jcajtrol .rods _

2.3.1. For determining neutron flux, the control system uses 9
neutron detectors placed in dry channels at different heights and
different positions in the water reflection region between the
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graphite reflector and the reactor tank. The detectors measure
neutron flux in three ranges : source range DI, intermediate
range DP and energy range ED. The detectors used for source range
and intermediate range are fission chambers of KNK-15 type, they
work in impulse regime, the three detectors for the energy range
are B-10 ionization chambers of KNK-3 type working in current
regime, Fig. 6. All of these detectors are gamma compensated,
surrounded by electro-magnetic shields and located in tight boxes
filled with dried and highly purified nitrogen gas. The electro-
magnetic shield and the box are electro-isolated with each other
and along the external sides of the box there is also a shell to
isolate the detector from the channel, Fig. 7. Furthermore,
three detectors of the intermediate range are lead shielded.

2.3.2. Because of fuel element and design characteristics, the
control system uses 7 control rods located symmetrically in the
core: two safety rods AZ, four compensating rods KC and one
automatic regulating rod AR. The safety and compensating rods are
made of EUC and the automatic regulating rod is made of stainless
steel. The absorption length of each rod is 650mm, the external
diameter comprising the absorption root and the stainless steel
shell is 27mm. All control rods are placed inside wet aluminum
channels located at positions 3-5 & 11-5 (AZ), 4-8 4-3 10-3 & 10-
8 (KC) and 7-11 (AR), Fig. 6. The bottom of these channels
departs from the bottom of the core for guiding the counterpoise
rods made of aluminum, which are attached to the end of the
control rods. The tips of the channels are fixed to the holes of
the supporting base. The servo-mechanisms of the control rods are
connected to the absorption rods by flexible cables.

2.3.3. Servo-mechanism of a compensating or a safety rod
consists of a DC electric motor, an electric magnet, a speed
reduction unit, a position contactor, a position indicating
potentiometer and a drum for rolling cable, Fig. 8. The voltage
given to the motor and the magnet is 48V. When the system is
turned on the magnet will act to close a friction joint. When
revolving, through the joint the motor will cause the drum to
rotate to lift the absorption rod out of the core or insert it
into the core. From the drum, by some gear-wheels the axis of the
position potentiometer is to revolve as well and from the latter
the position indicating signals will be transferred to the
reactor control console. The position contactors restrict the
highest and the lowest position of the control rod. When an
accident signal is present or when the current is turned off, the
magnet does not act, the plate of the friction joint is not
attracted and the control rod drops freely by the gravitational
force (an accelerating spring may be used). While the rod is
dropping, the drum rotates as well and this motion will be
transferred to a nut having an effect of reengaging the friction
joint, so the rod will be stopped gradually.

2.3.4. The servo-mechanism of the automatic regulating rod AR,
Fig. 9, comprises a mono-phase 110V-AC-50Hz electric motor, a
generator tachometer for speed measurement, a speed reduction box
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with a drum, position contactors, a position potentiometer and a
drum to roll a cable for pulling the absorption rod. When the
motor revolves, through one end of a revolving axis, rotation is
transferred to the first drum to pull up or release out the cable
connecting to the absorption rod. The other end of the axis is
linked to the speed reductor with the second revolving drum. The
axis of this drum is conjoined with the hub of the position
potentiometer and the position contactor box through some gear-
wheels. Two contactors "0%" and "100%" restrict the highest and
lowest position of the rod. The remainder contactors "20%", "50%"
and "80%" are used for transferring signals to control circuits
of the compensating rods. The position potentiometer transfers
signal about position of the rod to the control console.

2.4-- Irradiation,systems.

From the inside to the outside, there are the central
neutron trap, two vertical pneumatic transfer tubes, the wet
irradiation channel, the rotary specimen rack, four horizontal
beam tubes and the thermal column, Fig. 6.

2.4.1. The neutron trap is a water column placed at the center
of the core, it is used as an irradiation position with the
highest thermal neutron flux. The outer part of the trap is a
beryllium block occupying 7 central cells and having an inner
diameter of 6.5cm (the volume of water column inside the trap is
2050 cm 3). An aluminum irradiation channel of 42mm diameter can
also be installed in the trap.

2.4.2. Two vertical pneumatic transfer tubes are placed at the
periphery of the core (Fig. 6 and Fig. 10). The first tube
(supplied by IAEA) is placed at position 7-1 with a remote
terminal for sample input/output command. Placed at the position
13-2, the second irradiation channel is used for fast activation
analysis, its sample input/output terminal is located just inside
the reactor hall with tele-command unit placed in a distant
laboratory. Besides, there is a wet irradiation channel with a
diameter of 30mm placed at core position 1-4.

2.4.3. The rotary specimen rack, Fig. 11, is placed inside a
drain of 30cm depth within the upper part of the graphite
reflector, the device has 40 irradiation holes with diameter of
33mm. The assembly is reconstructed to operate completely in
water, this is not the same as the old rotary specimen rack of
the former TRIGA Reactor. A system comprising a hand-lever, a
motion transmitting mechanism and a transfer tube permits loading
samples into any hole of the rack from the top of the reactor.
The tube which is bent and an electro-magnetic instrument for
sample loading/unloading permit decreasing exposure dose for
personnel working on the top of the reactor.

2.4.4. The four horizontal beam tubes of the former TRIGA
Reactor remain unchanged, Fig. 6, of these tubes, three are
radial and the other is tangential to the core. The radiation
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shielding structures of these tubes also remain unchanged [1,2].
Three tubes (Kl, K3, K4) have coaxial cavities in the graphite
reflector, the cavity of K4 is close to that of K3. The axes of
the tubes are located 7cm lower than the core middle plane. For
the tube K4, the volume between the graphite reflector and the
tank is a tight air column, and for the remainders the
corresponding volumes are filled with aluminum shims. The ratio
of thermal neutron flux between the tubes (in order K1,K2,3,K4)
is 2.20 : 1 : 1.65 : 5.66 for the core configuration of 88 fuel
bundles and the ratio of fast neutron flux is 5.52 : 1 : 3.43 :
35.81 in the same measurement conditions, [3].

Geometrical structures inside the concrete shield are the
same for all tubes, from inside to outside there are :

i) an aluminum part with an inner diameter of 16.0cm welded
to the reactor tank.

ii) an aluminum part with an inner diameter of 15.2cm,
covered by a plastic shell to prevent the tube from being
corroded by the concrete.

iii) a radiation shield steel slab with sizes of 102cm x
102cm x 10.2cm, along the thicknese of the slab was made a hole
with diameter of 15.2cm from the inside and 20.3cm from the
outside.

iv) a steel tube with inner diameter of 20.3 cm. In order to
avoid corrosion, the internal side of the tube is covered by a
cadmium layer and in order to discard radioactive gas Ar41, a
small tube with a diameter of 12.7mm is used to connect the beam
tube with the ventilation system Bl of the reactor.

The radiation shielding composition is the same for all
tubes, from outside to inside there are the following components
[2] :

i) a revolving door for gamma rays shielding comprising a
lead block of 3.2cm thickness covered by a 9.5mm thick steel
shell.

ii) a shutter for gamma raya shielding with sizes 23cm x
23cm x 11,4cm made of lead and covered by a 6.3mm thick steel
shell.

iii) a wood cylinder for neutron shielding with 1.35m
length and 20.3cm diameter and weight of 20kg.

iv) a concrete cylinder for gamma rays and neutron
shielding, it is 1.22m long and weighed 82kg. This inner shield
consists of three parts, a tip made by steel with 20cm diameter
and 12.7cm length followed by a borate-concrete part with 15.2cm
diameter and 92cm length , the last part has a shape of a cone
comprising 10.2cm of lead and 3.2mm of boral, the last two parts
are covered by an aluminum shell.

Results of dose measurement when opening the beamtube K4
showed that the radiation shielding system for the beam tubes
need to be improved to balance the gamma rays increase due to
power uprating. Another main reason of further shielding is the
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presence of photo-neutron source induced by gamma interaction on
beryllium material in the core.

2.4.5. The thermal column, with dimensions 1.2m x 1.2m x 1.6m,
of the former TRIGA Reactor remains unchanged [2]. The column has
tight walls made of aluminum and covered by boron. Graphite
blocks with sizes of 10.2cm x 10.2cm x 127cm, fulfil the volume
of the column. The outer part of the column lays in the concrete
shield, the inner part is welded to the reactor tank and is
lengthened until the external side of the graphite reflector.
The column is 33 cm higher than the graphite reflector ring. The
column door is made of heavy concrete. It has a thickness of 1.3m
and weight of 17.3 ton and can be moved by an electric motor on
two small rails. The signals of opening and closing the thermal
column and the beam tubes are transferred to the control room.

Concerning the old structural components inherited from the
former reactor, there is a deep concern about their material
resistance, for the reason that for many years the reactor tank
and its core components were not sufficiently surveyed with
conditions ensuring nuclear safety standards. Therefore, they
must be subjected to regular surveillance by suitable means such
as telescope inspection, etc...

2.5- Reactor .water system .

This system consists of coolant system (comprising the
primary and secondary water loops) and water processing system
(the latter is used for filtering reactor water and supplying
supplementary water for the reactor). All of the components in
the reactor system are made of aluminum-compatible materials to
avoid the corrosion by electrolysis effect.

2.5.1. The primary loop of the coolant system consists of a
heat exchanger and two tight pumps (pump 4-1 & 4-2, Fig. 12)
connected in parallel. These pumps operate in stand-by regime
with nominal flow-rate of 50 m3/h, the maximum permitted flow-
rate is 90 m3/h. Positions of water inlet and outlet in the
reactor tank are selected on criteria of thermo-hydraulics and
radiation safety, Fig. 12. In order to avoid siphon effect when
the primary pipe line is failed, a hole wa3 made on the pipe line
part in reactor tank 0.5m below the reactor water surface level.
The heat exchanger consists of tubes, secondary loop water flows
inside the tubes and primary loop water flows outside.

2.5.2. The secondary loop is an open water circulation system
using city water. It consists of two pumps (29-4 & 29-5, Fig. 12)
with power of 90 m3/h and are located in the underground station
of the building No 2. The pumps operate in the stand-by regime as
well, assuring water circulation through the heat exchanger and
cooling tower.

The cooling tower operates by forming shower from upside
combined with transferring heat into surrounding medium by
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convection with air blown downwards by two ventilators placed on
the top of the tower. Cooled water falls into a pool located at
the bottom of the tower and is pumped up to the heat exchanger.
Because the system is open to air and water is not filtered
before being pumped inversely, the pumps are often obstructed and
the tubes of the heat exchanger quickly become dirty, these facts
greatly decrease the heat transfer capability of the system.

2.5.3. The filter system picks a small part of reactor water
from the pipe line located after the primary pump to divert
through the sequence of filters: first mechanical filter, mixed
ion-exchanger filter (bwo mixed anion-cation exchangers connected
in parallel working in stand-by regime) and second mechanical
filter. After being filtered, the water is pumped back to the
pipe line located before the primary pump. The flow rate through
the filtering system is about 2m3/h. Mechanical filter is made of
stainless steel net. On pipe line before and after the filters,
there are valves to take sample of reactor water for controlling
water quality. The principal parameters of reactor water which
are to be surveyed are showed in table I together with their
limited standard values.

In order to purify water in spent fuel storage pool, one
uses a similar filter system (a mechanical filter + an ion
exchanger + another mechanical filter) with a pump to circulate
water

The whole filtering system mentioned above is placed in the
room No 148 with thick concrete shield wall, the room is next
to the permanent storage pool of apent fuel elements. In this
room there is a tank to collect radioactive waste water to pump
to the liquid radioactive waste processing station in the
building No 2.

TABLE 1 - Quality of reactor water

Parameter

PH
conductivity, uSm/cm
ion Cl, ug/1
ion Al, ug/1
ion S04, ug/1
ion Fe ug/1
oxid.deg. mgO2/l
dried activity,uCi/1

YlAtsx-ln. reactor. tanki.Water..af ter. processing
Real val.

5,5-6,0
0,6-1,0
0-10
< 20
< 20
< 30
_

0,1- 1

Stand.val.

5,5-6,0
< = 2
< = 50
< = 50
< = 50

< = 50
-

< - 10

Real val.

5,7-6,0
0,4-0,5

0
-
< 10
< 20

0,2-0,3
-

Stand, val.

5,5-6,0
< = 1
< = 50
-

< = 50
< = 50
<. = 1,5
< - 3E-3

2.5.4. The water supplement system, from the initial design,
lays in a liquid waste processing system operating in a closed
loop. However, since the necessity of supplement water is not
high, the design was changed in order to process directly tap
water and after that the processed water is supplied to the
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reactor. This method is safer in assuring water quality,
besides, the processing procedure is less complicated because the
salt content of tap water in Dalat is very small as compared with
other water sources. Fig. 13 shows the scheme of water supplement
processing system : tap water from a 5 m 3 tank is pumped to the
processing system comprising a mechanical filter, first level ion
exchangers Kl and Al, second level ion exchangers K2 and A2 and
at last is pumped to a distilled water container of 3 m3 volume.
In case of requirement of supplementing water to the reactor,
the purified water is pumped through a mixed ion exchanger in
order to be filtered continuously until water quality reaches
standard values (Table 1) and then the water is supplied to a
reserve water tank placed on the top floor of the reactor through
the stainless steel pipe line and valve A8.

Besides, in the case of loss of cooling water, through
another valve system (A7), city water will be immediately poured
into the core. The valve system consists of a mechanic valve and
ail electric; valve.

3 ANALYSIS OF DESIGN PARAMETERS

3.1- Physics characteristics .. ..

The reactor was put into operation with completely different
fuel type as compared with that of the former TRIGA Reactor, with
water used as coolant and moderator. The use of normal water as
moderator requires a rather high enriched fuel, which purposely
contributes to generate high neutron flux. The fuel bundle has an
enrichment of 36% U 2 3 e and is divided into three shells in order
to increase heat exchange area. On the other hand, because
hydrogen nuclei lay outside fuel bundles (this is not the same as
in TRIGA Reactor with HZr-U alloy fuel in which hydrogen nuclei
lay within fuel bundles), the time for slowing down fast neutrons
generated by fission is longer and therefore the response time of
the reactor is also longer when there is a burst of reactor power
( concretely, the absolute value of temperature coefficient of
reactivity is smaller than that of the TRIGA Reactor)

The second characteristic of the new reactor is that one has
to redesign the core with the requirement of increasing neutron
flux while its geometrical sizes are fixed beforehand . Therefore
in order to satisfy the design objective, a beryllium reflector
rim has to be supplemented just inside the old graphite
reflector. Beryllium is a good reflector but because of ( ,n)
reaction induced on beryllium by gamma rays with energy greater
than 1.67 MeV, it also generates neutrons and this leads to a
change in delayed neutron fraction of the reactor, a parameter
that affects the stability behavior of the reactor.

The third physics characteristic of the new reactor is to
increase reactor power without using the forced heat exchange
regime for the reason that the local electricity network and
power supply sources are inadequate and unstable. This constraint
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leads to the solution of a thermo-hydrodynamics structure using
natural convection reinforced by extracting well effect. Beside
consequences on structure and radiation shielding (see chapter 2
and chapter 5), this characteristic requires the secondary water
circuit (comprising pumps with power of 90m3/h and a showering
tower) assures the temperature of inlet water a bit higher than
environmental temperature in all season in order to maintain the
temperature of fuel bundle surface not to exceed the surface
boiling temperature. This requirement also leads to a working
regime of the reactor with large quantity of fuel bundles in the
core configuration to reduce the specific power of each fuel
bundle to the minimal value. The consequence is that the reserve
of excess reactivity is rather high, this is a disadvantage on
the view point of nuclear safety.

Because of the physics characteristics mentioned above, the
control system of the new reactor is more complex than that of
the former TRIGA Reactor, see chapter 4 . The control system
consists of nine neutron detectors used for surveying power
behavior of the reactor, seven control rods (of which two are
safety rods, four are compensating rods) plus a complex system
for information processing in order to strictly restrict all
changes of power and period of the reactor (power cannot exceed
10% of current level, period cannot be less than 20 sec). In the
following are analyzed the safety problems of the reactor based
on design data and results of physical start-up of the reactor.

3.2-- Analysis, of physics parameters. . . .

Table 2a lists the major physics parameters of the core,
data are taken from design calculation results. The table also
gives some particular parameters of the reactor when it operates
with nominal power in the theoretical core configuration of 94
fuel bundles. We can see that in this configuration with neutron
trap placed at the core center, the effective worths of safety
and compensating rods are equal to each other, and the total
effective worth is 12.8% and the initial reserve reactivity is
6.8% (for the former TRIGA reactor, total effective worth of
control rods ia 4,7% and the reserve reactivity is 2,25%). Also,
in this configuration, the maximal equilibrium poison caused by
Xe-Sm is 2.45% (the result is calculated with neutron flux equal
to 4E12 n/cm2.sec) and the temperature coefficient of reactivity
i3 0.2% (the result is calculated with average temperatures of
coolant and moderator of 40-50 °C). In fact [3], the start-up
experiments have determined a working core configuration with
fewer fuel bundles and reserve reactivity which better meet
requirements of nuclear safety.

Two minimal critical configurations of 72 and 69 fuel
bundles with and without the neutron trap respectively were
reached when carrying out the physical start-up and two working
core configurations were also determined, the first one consists
of 86 fuel bundles and 13 beryllium rods, the second one consists
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of 88 fuel bundles and 18 beryllium rods. Some measurement
results of physics parameters are listed in tables 2b and 2c [4J.

TABLE 2a - Design and physics parameters of the reactor core
with 94 fuel bundles and central neutron trap

Parameter

Diameter and Height of the core, cm
Volume of the core, 1
Fuel type
Enrichment and weight of 236U/bundle,g
Volume of a fuel cell , 1
Individual concentration of 2 3 5U in a cell
Working configuration with neutron trap
Fuel volume in the core, 1
Water proportion in the core, %
Macro absorption cross section, cm-1

of thermal neutron
of fast neutron

Macro fission cross section, cm"1

of thermal neutron
of fast neutron

Diffusion coefficient D, cm
of thermal neutron
of fast neutron

Square of diffusion length of therm, neutron
L, cm2

Neutron age , cm2

Infinitive multiplication factor k
Delayed neutron fraction
Effective worth of control rods
2 safety rods AZ, 3,2 x 2 -
4 compen. rods KC 3,2 x 4 =
1 Regulating rod AR

Reserve reactivity
Worth of some elements in the core

of a fuel bundle at trap center, pos.7-6
of 7 fuel bundles at the core center
of a beryllium rod at trap center,pos.7-6
Beryllium block of the neutron trap
Beryllium block in the reflector ring

Value of Xe max. poison, 0 = 4 E12 n/cm2.s
Value of Sm max. poison, 0 = 4 E12 n/cm2.s
Temperature effect, 40 - 50 °C
Temperature coefficient of moderator
Temperature coefficient of fuel

Value

dia 44 x H 60
91

Al-U Alloy
36%/40,3g 2 3 6U

0,636b
63,3 g/1
94 F.B
59,8
55,2

0,0836
0,0065

0,1340
0,0078

0,29
1,54

2,8
31
1,59
0,81 %

6.4 %
12,8 %
0,4 %
6,8 %

0,9 %
5,6 %
0,7 %
3,0 %
1.5 %
1,42 %
1,03 %
0,2 %

- 1 E-2 %/°C
- 2 K-4 %/°C
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TABLE 2b - Some physics parameters in working core configuration

Parameter

Weight of U236 /Be
Effective worth of
AZ1 - AZ2
KC1 - KC2
KC3 - KC4

AR
Total worth of 4 KC
Reserve reactivity
Depth under critical.
Worth of fuel bundle
F.B.at 1-2 comp.with A
F.B. at 6-3
F.B. at 7-1
F.B. at 7-3
F.B. at 7-4
Worth of Beryllium rod
Be at 1-2 comp.with Al
Be at 1-4
Be at 13-2
Be block of trap
Xe poison, effect, 500

, 86 F.B. and 13

3.461 kg/28.211

2.27
2.51
0.82
8.42
6.07
3.94

.! 0.60
-

0.52

-

0.27
-
-
-

-
- 2.82 %
- 2.07 %
(B4C)
%
% (7.50
$

$

$

$

kW / 3 E12 n/cn>2
Temperature Coeff. of reactivity, 20-30

Be

kg

$)

.8

°C

! 88 F.B. and 18 Be

, 3.537

2.41
2.84
2.44
0.40
9.46
7.98
2.31

0.16

0.16
0.48

0.26
0.20
2.64
-1.5

kg/33.113 kg

- 2.19 %
- 2.79 %
- 2.55 %
(Inox)
%
% (9.85 $)
$

-
$
-
$
$

$
$
$ (2.14 %)
$

-8.10-3 $/oc

We can draw some conclusions as follows :

a) Temperature coefficient of reactivity is negative and its
absolute value is smaller than that one of the former TRIGA
Reactor, with working core configuration of 89 fuel bundles it is
equal to (determined by experiment)

- 9.E-3 $/ C in the temperature range from 20 C to 30 C
- 1.5E-2 $/ C in the temperature range from 30 C to 40 C
b) Effective worths are not equal for the same type of rods,

although they are similar in structure and the core configuration
is symmetrical .Effective worth of safety rod is smaller than
that of compensating rod. Effective worth of control rods
increases as the number of fuel bundles in the core increases
(this is seen very clearly for compensating rods and it also
means that the importance of neutron increases when the number of
fuel bundles loaded into reactor core increases which also cause
the reserve reactivity of the reactor to increase as well).

c) There is interference effect between control rods,
especially, the effective worth of regulating rod varies from
0.32% to 0.49% when the position of compensating rods changes. It
i3 seen from experiments that the interference effect is
negative, i.e., the total simultaneous effective worth of control
rods is smaller than total of effective worth of each control
rod. This effect, which is not seen in the 74 fuel bundle
configuration having small reserve reactivity, increases as the
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number of fuel bundles in the core increases, i.e., the effect
increases with effective worth of control rods. On the view
point of nuclear safety, it means that the working core
configuration with lower reserve reactivity is safer than that
one with higher reserve reactivity.

d) The maximal neutron flux in the configuration with 88
fuel bundles is 2.1E13 n/cm2.sec at the neutron trap. However,
for the two configurations different from each other of only 2
fuel bundles, the thermal neutron flux distribution is strongly
modified, in the configuration of 86 fuel bundles, the
distribution is more regular than that in the 88 fuel bundle
configuration, the neutron flux being normalized to unit at the
trap, see Table 2c and Fig. 14. In the last configuration, the
radial and vertical inhomogeneous coefficients of the neutron
field are Kr = 1.84 and Kz = 1.32. This reflects the influence of
compensating rods inserted deeply into the core to compensate the
large excess reactivity (about 7.98%). Nevertheless, the working
core configuration of 88 fuel bundles is preferred because of
thermo-hydraulics reason (at present, the reactor is operating
even with 89 fuel bundles in the core).

TABLE 2c - Comparison of thermal neutron flux at the
central horizontal section for two core configurations

(value at trap is normalized to unit)

Position

86 F.B config.
88 F.B config.
fhix ratio

Position

86 F.B config.
88 F.B config.
flux ratio

Position

86 F.B config.
88 F.B config.
flux ratio

2-2 1 2-4 1 2-5 1 2-7 1 3-1
I i 1 _ 1

0,52 ! 0,55! 0,57| 0,45! 0,40
0,311 0,35! 0,34! 0,28| 0,31
1,601 1.57! 1,68! 1,61! 1.55

4-7 ! 4-9 1 5-1 1 5-11! 6-5
l i l t

0,49! 0,391 0,551 0,47! 0,60
0,28! 0,25! 0,31! 0,28! 0,40
1,751 1,56! 1,77! 1,68! 1,50

7-4 1 7-8 1 7-9 1 7-1 !
t i l l

0,64! 0,60! 0,55! 0,521
0,36! 0,37! 0,31! 0,65!
1,78! 1,62! 1,77! 0,80!

1 3-9 1 4-2 1 4-4

0,43! 0,46! 0,50
0,28! 0,25! 0,27
1,54! 1,84! 1,85

6-6 ! 7-2 ! 7-3

0,60! 0,51! 0,57
0,38! 0,321 0,34
1,56! 1,59! 1,68

7-6 laver.l Kr
1 j

1,00! 0,54! 1,76
1,00! 0,35! J,84

3.3- Analysis ..of •thsriBQ.-hydc.auiicJs._parametecs. .

In Table 3 are listed some design
parameters together with their safety limits.

thermo-hydraulics

In the mechanism of natural convection of water, it is
absolutely necessary to avoid the boiling at the surface of fuel
bundle. Therefore, surface temperature of fuel element is one of
the most important parameters.
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TABLE 3 - Thermo-hydraulics design and safety parameters

Parameter

Thermal power
Height of the core
Number of fuel bundles
Heat exchange area of the core
Heat flux on fuel bundle

- average
- maximal

Inhomogeneous coeff. of heat generation
- radial
- vertical

Section of water fLowing through the core
Hydraulics diameter
Flow rate of water passing through the core
Flow rate of water of primary loop
Flow rate of water of secondary loop
Mater velocity in the core
fiater temperature
- at the inlet of the heat exchanger
- at the inlet of the core
- at the outlet of the core
- at the outlet of the hottest fuel bundle
Hax. Temp, at the surface of fuel bundle
Safety Parameters
- Power, threshold
- Period
- Water level in reactor tank
- Flow rate of water of lary-loop
- Flow rate of water of 2ary-loop
- Water temp, at the inlet of core
- Water temp, at the outlet of core

A] arm
105 % N
30 s
5,9 m
45 m3/h
80 m3/h
33 °C
53 °C I

! Value

I 500 kW
! 60 cm
! 94
! 22 m2

' 2,3 E4 W/m2
5,2 E4 W/m2

1,7
1,35
0,055 m2
0,006 m
22,2 m3/h
50 m3/h
90 m3/h
0,112 m/3

40,6 °C
32 °C
51,3 °C
66,3 oQ
98 ̂ C
Scram
110 % N
20 s
5,6 m
40 m3/h
70 m3/h

As at the present, an instrumented fuel element is still
lacking, the precise experimental determination of surface
temperature of fuel bundle in different thermo-hydraulics
regimes, especially in transition regimes, is postponed, one has
to base on the maximal temperature at outlet of the core, a minor
parameter, and on theoretical calculation results, to assess the
thermo-hydraulics safety of the reactor. Some supplementary
experimental data serving as test values for calculations are
given in the following:

- For primary loop : temperature at the inlet of the heat
exchanger changes from 33 to 40 °C, temperature at the outlet of
the heat exchanger changes from 24 to 31 °C.

- For secondary loop : temperature at the inlet of the heat
exchanger changes from 12 to 21 °C, temperature at the outlet of
the heat exchanger changes from 17 to 26 °C.
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At present , only conditions which permit the reactor to
operate without coolant were determined. With a restriction that
the maximal temperature at the outlet of the core is smaller than
52 °C, experiment has determined the maximal time in which the
reactor can operate without coolant circulation at different
power levels, Table 4, the core being cooled only by natural
convection of water within the 20 m 3 volume of the reactor tank.

TABLE 4- Power and time of operating reactor without
circulation of cooling water

Working power

Permissible max.

, kW

time ,h

: 100

: 5

200 :

2 :

300

1

: > 300

. not permitted

In waiting for the experiment with thermo-couple fuel
element to be carried out, it is necessary to operate the reactor
with a configuration of fuel bundles assuring the conditions of
thermo-hydraulics mentioned above. In a short period (from 8/1984
to 11/1984) a configuration with 92 fuel bundles had been tried
and from 3/1985 up till now the reactor has been operating with
89 fuel bundles, with 16 or 15 beryllium rods, Fig. 15. Also,
because of the above reason, the regulation of the reactor
operation obliges that during the course of starting the reactor,
there must be a certain waiting time for thermal stabilization on
an intermediate power level.

In the future, because of requirements of nuclear safety, it
is necessary to consider the thermo-hydraulics parameters of the
reactor. Specially, we are to determine three thermo-hydraulics
parameters of the reactor, i.e : surface temperature of fuel
bundle, flow-rate of water passing through the core and exact
thermal power of the reactor. Besides, we are also to determine
three dynamics parameters of the reactor : effective fraction of
delayed neutron, neutron life time and temperature coefficient of
reactivity. From these measurements we are to choose the best
working core configuration which assures the criteria of nuclear
and thermo-hydraulics safety as well as the optimal neutron
flux distribution to ameliorate the applications in radioisotope
production and neutron activation analysis. On the other hand,
results of the experiments will contribute to the programme of
tropicalization and improvement of the control system in order to
make it more suitable to the particular characteristics of the
Dalat reactor.
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FIG. 1 - DESCRIPTION OF REACTOR COMPONENTS, SECTION VIEW
l-CDVER. 2-TANK, 3-SU5Pe:NDtNG SUPPORT, t-f.XTRACTIMa WELL, 3-THEtfMM. COLUMN

6-CDRE, 7-REFLECTDK. 8-SPENT FUEL STORAGE
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8.6m

FIG. 2 - HORIZONTAL SECTION OF REACTOR CORE
l-CDRE. 5-GRAPHITE REFLECTDR, 3-ALUMINUM TANK, 4-BEAM PDRT, 5-THERMAL COLUMN
6-TAHGENTIAL B,P, 7-PIERCING BEAM PDRT. 8-SPENT FUEL STORAGE
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FIG. 3 SUSPENDING SUPPORTk-J

i - V E L L AND CDRE SUPPORT, 2-HDLES FDR NEUTRON DETECTORS

TUCL STORAGE. 4-VrtTCP LOOP ENTRV
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FIG. 4 - REACTOR COVER
1-SHICLBIHG COVER 2-RDT&7ING MECHANISM, 3-OUTER OVAL V1NDDW

4-INNER ROUNE WINDOW. 5-SPENT FUEL EXTRACT HOLE, 6-LEAD GLASS WINDOW
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WIG F, - FUEL ELEMENT
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FIG, 6 - POSITIONING OF NEUTRON DETECTORS IN REACTOR TANK
1-CDRE. 2-GRAPHITE REFLECTOR. 3 - L E A D SHIELD INTERMEDIATE RANGE DETECTORS

4-SDURCE RANGE DETECTDRS, 6-ENERGV RANGE DETECTOR
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FIF.11 - ROTARY SPECIMEN RACK
i -BP I /E i POSITIONING RDD. 2-EURACTING WELL DVER REACTDR CORE
3 - S M M P L E IN/DUT TUBE, 4-IRRADIATION HQLE, 5-GRAPHITE REFLECTOR
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:G U NEUTRON FLUX RATIO FOR CORF CONFIGURATIONS

OR 36 AND 88 FUEL ELEMENTS
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Chapter 4

REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM

The electronic system of control of the Dalat Nuclear
Research Reactor was designed and manufactured by the USSR
in the 1970'a. In Dalat it was put in operation in Nov. 1983.

The system consists of two parts : reactor control &
protection (the 'SUZ' system) and technological measure-
ment & surveillance (the 'KIP' system), and responds to
two functions : reactor control and accident protection.
For the nuclear safety function, the measurements of the
principal parameters of the system is included in the 2nd
part of this chapter.

1- GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The SUZ system is composed of two sub-systems, the system
of thermal neutron flux measurement and control (the 'AKNP'
system) and the Logic control system and serves the following
functions:
- Thermal neutron flux measurement and recording, in

linear and logarithmic scales.
- Reactor period measurement and recording.
- Reactor power regulation in manual or automatic mode.
- Shutting down the reactor in case of abnormal occurrence.

The KIP system has the following functions:
- Measuring and recording all technological parameters of the
reactor such as water flow rates of primary and secondary loops,
water level in the reactor tank, electrical conductivity of
reactor water, inlet and outlet pressures of the pumps in the
primary and secondary loops, pressure in water filters, flow rate
of air in ventilation systems.
- Emitting warning and scram signals by twinkling light and alarm
sound when permissible limits of temperature, water flow rate,
water level or pressure are surpassed.

The scram signals on water level and flow rates are
transmitted to the SUZ system to shut down the reactor.

The reactor electronic control system is installed in the
building No 1 including the following rooms: P.101 (reactor
hall), P.128 (reactor control room), P.150 (the AKNP system).
Other auxiliary instrumentations are located in Bldg No 2.

The neutron flux, divided in 3 ranges, is measured by 9
detectors arranged outside the graphite reflector, the associated
amplifiers are disposed in the reactor hall around the concrete
shielding. Seven control rods are located symmetrically in the
core, their drive motors are laid on the reactor platform. The
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reactor control console, boxes containing electronic modules of
the logic control system, reactor power, period, technological
parameter recorders are installed in the reactor control room (
P. 128 ). The technological sensors are aligned in the reactor
hall and Building No.2. The sensors of temperature, water flow
rates of primary and secondary loops, water level of the reactor
tank, electrical conductivity of the primary loop are installed
in the reactor hall (P.101). The water flow rate sensor of the
secondary loop is in Building N.2.

The arrangement of the indicators of control rod position,
analog and digital displays, indicating lamps and control buttons
on the reactor control console, is appropriate and easy for the
operator to observe, record and control the reactor operation. It
is also easy to observe the technological parameters from the
panels in front of the control console.

The panels ••or.sisting of electronic modules are designed in
separate cassettes for every function and reactor power range.
The plug3 and guiding structure used for electronic modules make
the tasks of operation, calibration and maintenance easy for the
control and instrumentation engineers. C & I engineers can
easily perform their works in the rear of swinging panels.
Electronic components used in the SUZ and KIP systems are Soviet
integrated circuits, series K155, K140 and transistors. The
integrated circuits, series K155, K140 and transistors are used
popularly in the 1970's. The printed-circuit boards are of high
temperature and fire-resistant material. Specially the AKNP
system wa3 designed in this period according to design standard
for Soviet Atomic Energy Plants.

The electronic modules, sensors were calibrated in Vietnam
before putting into operation. The procedures of operation,
maintenance and calibration for the SUZ, KIP systems are based on
the Soviet instructions.

2- REACTOR CONTROL AND PROTECTION SYSTEM (SUZ)

2.1- The AKNP system

For measuring thermal neutron flux, 9 neutron detectors are
used. They are composed of six fission compensated-gamma
detectors of KNK--15 type, used in pulse regime for source and
intermediate flux range and 3 ionization compensated-gamma
chambers, used in current regime for high flux range. These
detectors are positioned in dry channels located in the water
reflection part outside the graphite reflector.

The AKNP system is fed by information data on thermal
neutron flux from these detectors.

The system consists of three similar electronic units of
neutron flux acquisition and processing UN01, UN02, UN03. The
arrangement of functional blocks in a unit is illustrated in Fig.
1.
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To ensure precision in a large measuring interval, thermal
neutron flux measuring channel possesses three sub-ranges which
cover each other, i.e :

- Source Cor low flux) range (DI) 1E-8 - 1E-2 % P
- Intermediate (or medium flux) range (DP) 1E-3 - 10 % P
- Energy (high flux) range (DE) 1 - 120 % P

(P = 500 kW)
Power values of DI, DP ranges are indicated on logarithmic

scale. Power indication of DE range is linear. Having acquired
and processed information on neutron flux, the units UNO give out
power and period values, power and period alarm, power and period
scram, range beginning and ending and other failure signals. The
power and period signals of each measuring channel together with
average power and period signals are led to the reactor control
console for display. The power and period alarm, power and
period scram, range beginning and ending and failure signals are
transferred to the logic control system. In each UNO, there are
blocks for checking and averaging functions. In particular, in
the unit UN01 an automatic regulating block is added.

a) The measuring channels of source and intermediate ranges

The measuring channels of DI and DP ranges BIK-01,02 are
intended to acquire and process information on low and medium
neutron flux and give out power signal in logarithmic scale,
period signal, range beginning and ending signals, power and
period alarm signals, power and period scram signals.

Elock diagram of a channel is presented in Fig. 2.

b) The measuring channel of DE ranges

The measuring channel of DE range BIK-03 performs
acquisition and processing of information on high neutron flux
and puts out power signal in linear scaJe, period signal, range
beginning and ending signals, power and period alarm signals,
power and period scram signals.

Block diagram of this channel is presented in Fig. 3.

c) The automatic regulating block

The automatic regulating block BUM-21R is located in the
UNO1. The block gives out an automatic regulating signal in the
source and intermediate ranges of reactor power.

Block diagram is illustrated in Fig. 4.

d) The checking and averaging block

The checking and averaging block BM-14R has the following
functions:

- To check itself for good operation of the three channels
DI, DP, DE and put eventual failure signal to the Logic
control system.
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- To put out the signal of range in which reactor is
operating.

- To average power and period values of channels.
- To give out alarm and scram signals of the reactor power
and period.

- To give a digital signal to computer (if connected).

The failure signals must appear if one of the following
conditions happens :

- A power value of some energy measuring channels differs
more than 20 % from averaged value over three channels.

- Failure of high voltage for detectors
- Failure of power supply for measuring channels.
- A disagreement in range beginning and ending and range
signals.

- Lack of electronic modules in their plugs.

2.2- The Logic control system

In the Dalat reactor control system 7 control rods are used:
2 safety rods (AZ), 4 shim rods (KC.) and 1 regulating rod (AR).
The servo-drivers for these control rods are installed on the
reactor platform.

The Logic control system is installed in the panels in the
control room, P. 128.

The system controls the reactor in automatic or manual mode
and shuts down the reactor in accident situation.

The signals led to Logic control system are :
- Control signals in manual mode from reactor control
console.

- Period alarm and scram signals in the DP, DE ranges from
the AKNP system.

- Power alarm and scram signals in the DE range from AKNP.
- Failure signals from the UNO units of the AKNP system.
- Signal of automatic regulating from UN01 from AKNP.
- Technological signals of primary and secondary loop water
flow rates and water level of the reactor tank.

The control rods AZ and KC, made of B4C, are moving in
stainless steel tubes with 1 mm thickness and 27 mm external
diameter. The rods are positioned in wet channels and located
symmetrically in the core. The theoretical worth of each control
rod is about 3.2 %. Their moving speed is 3.4 mm/s (according to
design documentation, the KC rod can move up with speed of 1
mm/s). In the manual mode, KC rods can be withdrawn step by step
with step length of 20 mm. The servo-driver used for AZ and KC
rods consists of electric motor, electric magnet (which operate
with DC voltage of 48 V ) , braking mechanism, rod way switches,
millivoltmeter for position indication and rotary drum for
rolling rod cable (detail see Chapter 3).

The automatic regulating rod AR is made of stainless steel
with small reactivity worth of 0.4 %. Its maximum speed is 20
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nun/s. The servo-driver used for the AR rod operates with phase
voltage of 110 V, 50 Hz.

The displacement length of all these control rods is 650 mm.
For control rods AZ, KC, AR there are independent logic

control blocks : logic blocks of AZ roda, KC rods, AR rod. The
signals from these blocks are led to control block of the
corresponding servo-driver .

a) AZ logic block

The AZ logic block has the following functions :
- Control of up and down movements of AZ rods
- Creation of AZ signals (scram signals) for KC logic blocks
and AR logic block and release of AZ control rods in
accident situation.

- Creation of signals to prevent KC and AR rods from going
up.
Functional diagram of AZ logic block is illustrated in

Fig.5.

The input signals going to the AZ logic block are :
- The signals from the AKNP system : period warning-alarm

and scram signals in DP and DE range of UNO units (TwDPl,2,3,
TwDE1,2,3, TsDPl,2,3, TsDEl.2,3), power alarm and scram signals
in the DE range (PwDEl,2,3, PsDEl.2,3), failure signals of the
UNO units (WUNO1, WUN02, WUNO3) and range signals (DIUNO1,2,3,
DPUNOl.2,3, DEUNOl/2,3).

The signals from the reactor control console : scram
signal from depressing button, reset signal, signal of rod
withdrawal and insertion in manual mode.

- The scram signals from scram buttons located on the
reactor platform.

- The technological scram signals of primary / secondary
water flow-rate Fl, F2 and water level of reactor tank Ls.

- The signals of position of control rod3 from the KC and AR
Logic block.

The signals from logic processing blocks BAZl.2,3 are
transmitted to the 2/3 selection block. The output signal of the
2/3 selection block will appear only if at least two signals
exist at input. The output order i3 amplified by amplifier block
and power amplifier block to transmit to the relays. Exit
signals from the relays are passed to the control console for
indication on display or twinkling lamp as well as to control
block of AZ servo-driver for scram shut-down.

The design based on the principle of 2/3 selection has
incre<i3f;d the reliability of the system.

The logic processing blocks BAZl.2,3, and the 2/3 selection
block were designed on the integrated circuits series K155. The
amplifier and power amplifier blocks were designed on Soviet
discrete transistors. In the intermediate relay blocks , time and
power relays are used.
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The logic diagram of the safety function for the reactor
shut-down in accident situation is presented in Fig.6.

The release mechanism of the control rod dropping is based
on the interruption of the current feeding the electric magnet.

b) KC logic block

The KC logic block has the following functions:
- Control of up and down movements of the KC rods.
- Release of the KC rod in accident situation.
- Creation of signals of KC rods' state and transmitting

them to AZ and AR logic blocks and the reactor control console
for display.

The functional diagram of the KC logic block i3 illustrated
in Fig. 7.

In the KC logic block, the circuit of step by step
withdrawal for KC rods is designed in order to prevent the
reactor from immediate insertion of positive reactivity.

c) AR logic block

The AR logic block has the following functions:
- Fine regulation of reactor power in the automatic and
manual modes.
Creation of signals of AR state and position and
transmitting to the reactor control console for
indication.

- Dropping down AR rod with maximum speed in accident
situation.

Distinguished from the AZ and KC logic blocks, the AR logic
block also has a magnetic amplifier. The functional diagram of
the AR logic block ia illustrated in Fig. 8.

2.3- The KIP system

The technological measurement and surveillance system (KIP)
has the following functions : measuring and recording all
technological parameters, emitting signals by twinkling light and
alarm sound in the case of occurrence of abnormal temperature
, water level, pressure, flow rate and conductivity.

Fig. 9 presents the general diagram of the technological
system of the reactor together with its associated measurement
and surveillance system.

* *
*

Two main characteristics of a reactor contro] system are
stability and reliability. In the course of the reactor operation
from 1984 to 1989 (6776 hours) the control system of the Dalat
reactor showed that the Soviet electronic systems and apparatus
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operated rather well and reliably, if the event of the AZ1
uncontrolled raoving-up during maintenance time was not taken into
account. The number of failures of the reactor control system
totalled 26 times when the reactor was at power. Most of these
failures occured in the indication function due to bad electric
contact in relays. The essential causes of failures could be due
to Dalat climatic conditions and the discontinuous regime of the
reactor operation.

However, it mu3t be mentioned that the Dalat reactor control
system has revealed some degree of instability, especially in
very low power range. The digital display of reactor power at
low power range is actually not accurate and continuous.
Probably, the cause of above under-performance can be found in
the fact that this control system was designed for Soviet
reactors of higher power, in practice, it doea cause some
disturbances and difficulties in determining and maintaining the
reactor in 3table critical 3tate at low power level required for
reactor physics experiments.

3- NUCLEAR SAFETY FUNCTION

3.1- PRINCIPAL SAFETY PARAMETERS

Owing to the mechanism of interruption of electrical current
supply of motor drive magnet of control rods KC1-4 and safety
rods AZ1 2, the reactor control system brings the reactor to the
3ubcritical state in less than la from the moment of occurrence
of accident.

After 5 years' operation, the principal safety parameters of
the Dalat reactor are measured to control its safety protection
function. The results are as following:

- Dropping time of control rods is smaller than 0.6 3.
- Response time of the control 3ystem to the period

protection signal ia not greater than 21s for reactor power at
medium and high ranges (when the 3et-up value of period
protection threshold is 20s).

- Response time of the control system to the power
protection signal is not greater than 0.15a for reactor power at
high range (under an instantaneous variation of reactor power
twice the set-up value of power protection threshold).

In its safety function, the reactor control system was
designed to carry out the instantaneous scramming of the reactor
in one of the following abnormal situations fl].

- Electrical network is deficient.
- 2 over 3 channels of power measurement at medium range
emit a period protection signal.

- 2 over 3 channels of power measurement at high range emit
a period protection signal.

- 2 over 3 channels of power measurement at high range emit
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a power protection signal.
- 2 over 3 UNO units deliver a failure signal.
- Manual scram by pressing safety button on reactor control
desk or on the platform.

- Water level in reactor tank is lowered of 0.6m.
- Flow rate in primary loop is smaller than 40 m3/h.
- Flow rate in secondary loop is smaller than 70 m3/h.

All the above mentioned scram signals are simultaneously
indicated by twinkling light and alarm sound.

However, it is remarked that for the Dalat reactor, by their
positions intercalated between KC rods already located at close-
up distance smaller than 6 times the diffusion length of water
moderator, the reactivity worth of safety rod AZ is actually
smaller than that of the shim rod KC. This fact is contrary to
the respective roles of safety rods and shim rods and is
reflected in the technical design of the control system by the
time-ordered triggering of KC and AZ control rods.

3.2- MEASUREMENT OF SAFETY PARAMETERS

Experimental measurement of the principal safety parameters
of the reactor control system is set up as a requested problem of
safety assurance.

In the past years, the following parameters have been
measured:

- Dropping time of control rods, and
- Response time of the control system in its power and
period protection function.

3.2.1- Measurement ..of dropping time of .control rods .

The total dropping time of control rods is counted from the
moment of appearance of scram signals received by the control
system to the moment of control rod arriving at its braking
region the remaining path of 100-120mm in this braking region is
not taken into account in counting the dropping time of the
control rod . Table 1 gives the results of measurement carried
out in September 1988 with all the control rods not provided with
accelerating spring [2], in comparison with those results with
accelerating spring obtained at the first start-up time of the
reactor in December ]983 [3].
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Table 1- Dropping time of control rods

!Control
! rods

AZl
AZ2
KC1
KC2
KC3
KC4

Dropping time
1988 (+/- 0.005s)

0.47
0.49
0.49
0.50
0.46
0.45

, s !
1983 !

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.26

In order to assess the reactivity involved in the rod drop
process, the kinetic characteristic curves of dropping
displacement versus time of safety rods AZ are also measured.
Composed with reactivity worth versus inserting distance, the
characteristics of inserted reactivity versus dropping time are
obtained for the safety rods, Table 2.

Table 2 - Inserted reactivity ($) versus dropping time (s)
of safety rods AZ, without accelerating spring

AZ
Drop time
+ 0.005 s

0.0
0.107
0.187
0.248
0.297
0.340
0.378
0.413
0.447
0.479
0.508

1
!Reactivity
! + 0.001

0.0
0.093
0.173
0.308
0.529
0.833
1.195
1.574
1.928
2.218
2.421

i

i

i

j
i

i

i

1
i

j
i

i

i

i

AZ
Drop time
t 0.005 s

0.0
0.124
0.202
0.252
0.294
0.333
0.372
0.409
0.443
0.472
0.500

2
(Reactivity
! + 0.001

0,0
0,086
0,196
0,374
0,633
0,964
1,343
1,734
2,099
2,404
2,624

3.2.2- Meas.ur.eraenl..Ql...r.eapQnae..time....of ..the control. system in
the power, and period.protection, functions. _

The response time of the control system is counted from the
time a scram signal is received by the control system to the time
the observed control rod starts to fall in the core. The study of
this parameter is of utmost significance for the operation of the
reactor as well as for the assessment of the reliability of the
control system.

Using a pulse generator, a simulated period or power scram
signal is sent to the neutron flux control system AKNP. To
achieve a higher precision, a trigger circuit which delivers a
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synchronization signal has been added. Response time is measured
with electronic timer of precision +/- 0.001s. The period
threshold is selected among the 3 values 10s, 20s, 40s by a
switch in the units of the AKNP system. The power threshold is
set up at the control desk at one value from 0 to 120% of nominal
power.

It is remarked that the control system will emit a scram
signal only when there ia a power or period protection signal in
the following conditions :

- Reactor power is in high flux range (3-120% P) : power and
period protection signals.

- Reactor power in medium flux range (0.001-10% P) : only
period protection signal.

a) Response time in period protection at medium range flux

The measured results are given in Table 3 for a 10 s
simulate period and period threshold set at 20 s.

Table 3 - Response time (+ 0.3s) at medium range

! Power level , % P ! Response time , s !

1

1

1

1

I
1

1

(

1

1

1

1

1

2.5K-3
5E-3
1E-2
2E-2

2.5E-2
5E-2
8E-2
2E-1
5E-1
1

1.5
2
5

I 13.3
! 12.2 !
! 9.3
! 9.9
! 9.5 !
! 8.3 !
! 7.4 !
! 7.5 !
! 6.7 !
! 6.9 !
! 6.9 !
! 6.9 !
! 6.7 !

b) Response time in period protection at high range flux

For simulate period of 10 s and 20 s and period threshold
set at 20 s, results are given in Table 4.
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Table 4- Response time at high range flux

Reactor power! lor. 20a. period threshold.....and. aimul. .period ol
level ! 10 s ! 20 s
% P ! measurement err.: 0.2s!measurement err.: 0.5s

5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

6.4
4.8
4.0
3.5
3.4
3.4
3.2
3.2

21.1
15.0
11.7
11.0
11.1
10.5
10.3
9.2

c) Response time in power protection at high range flux when
doubling the power

With different power levels and various power threshold
settings, the measured response time of the control system in its
power protection function at high range flux are given in Table
5.

Table 5 - Response time for power accident

Power level
% P

5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Power threshold
% P

8
15
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
120

Response time
(s), +/- 0.01s

0.15
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.0«
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07

3.2.3- Safety...asaessment

With the above results it can be concluded :

- Dropping times of control rods are smaller than 0.5s.

- Response times of the control system in its period protection
function and period threshold at 20 s :

+ are varying between 7-12 s for the reactor power at medium
range flux under a simulate period of 10 s; the reactor
power increases 2-3.7 times the initial power level.

+ are varying between 3-6 s for the reactor power at high
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range flux under a simulate period of 10 s; the reactor
power increases 1.4-1.9 times the initial power level,
(the corresponding figures for the case of 20 s simulate
period are 9-21s and 1.6-2.8 times).

In all cases, the period protection function of the control
system is too slow.

Response times of the control system in its power
protection function are smaller than 0.15s for the reactor power
at high range flux. In consequence, the total delay time counting
from the moment of emitting of scram signal to the moment of
control rods already dropped into the core is not greater than
0.65a.

- To see concretely how rapid are the actions of the system,
consider the hypothetical accident of 1% dk/k reactivity. From
Fig. 6 of Chapter 6 we can see that in order to assure the safety
of the reactor, during the first 0.2s the principal parts of
reactivity worth of the control rods must be inserted into the
core. In consequence, according to the above experimental
results, this request can not be satisfied in the worst case of
AZ safety rod action alone, i.e. a failure in the mechanisms of
the KC compensation rods. To assure the safety of the reactor, at
least the drive system of two safety rods AZ should be reequipped
with accelerating springs.

On the other hand, it is also necessary to carry out some
theoretical calculations on reactor dynamics with real values of
parameters as well as to realize some additional measurements of
the control system in order to study its behaviour in the two
special operation regimes : that of operating at low/medium range
flux and that of small (<10s) period protection.
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Chapter 5

RADIATION PROTECTION and RADIOACTIVITY CONTROL

This chapter presents two main topics: radiation
protection ( shielding, waste treatment, personnel
dosimetry and environment control) and the general
situation of radioactivity control before the first
divergence of the rebuilt reactor as well as during
the 5 year operation of the reactor.

1- LEVEL OF ARGON-41 RELEASE

Argon-41 is produced in the reactor core as a result of the
(n, ) reaction with Argon-40 dissolved in the pool water. Most of
this Ar-41 remains in solution but some of it is transferred into
the reactor hall from the pool water surface. In addition, Argon-
41 is also produced by irradiation of the air in the beamports
and the thermal column. This radioactive gas purged directly to
the building and released through the stack thus contributes only
to the discharged radioactivity but not much to the radiation
burden in the reactor facility.

In the Dalat reactor facility, the release of Argon-41 into
the environment is determined by portable monitor RKB4- leM made
in the USSR. At prolonged 500 kW operation of the reactor,
samples of air released from the pool surface are regularly taken
and measured in air monitor to determine Ar-41 concentration.
Although the reactor facility is equipped with a Soviet-made air
monitor RKS2-03 for continuous control, this system is not
suitable for use in the Dalat research reactor because its
sensitive level is much higher than the actual level of Ar-41
release of the facility. In the future, its capacity will be
improved to meet requested measurements not only of Ar-41
activity, but also of 1-131 and aerosol particulate activity.

The results of regular control of Ar-41 release in the
period 1984-1988 from the start-up of the reconstructed reactor
show that the annual level of Argon-41 release has increased
slowly but still remains smaller than the permissible level,
Table 1.

In general, the tightness of the reactor hall, the third
barrier, is rather good, the ventilation adequate, see Ch.2.
When the reactor is operating, the ventilation system is switched
on, constantly assuring an under-pressure of about -10 mm of
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water column in the reactor containment. However,air-tightness of
the principal gate of the reactor hall is to be improved as well
as 1-131 filtration by charcoal to be taken into consideration.
Furthermore, the regulation imposing on the ventilation system
continuously operating long enough after reactor shut-down should
be applied in the future as the continuous run time of the
reactor increases.

TABLE 1- Measured average activity of Argon-41 released from
the reactor operating at 500 kW

CONC = concentration x l.E-8 Ci/1,
LEVL = level of release x l.E-5 Ci/s.

! 1984 ! 1985 ! 1986 ! 1987 ! 1988
Month ! ! ! !

1CONC : LEVL !CONC: LEVL!CONC: LEVL!CONC: LEVL!CONC: LEVL
I - j . j . j - | -

1 ! - : - ! - : - !2.07: 1.8612.12: 1.5011.28:1.05
2 11.32 :1.00±0.1311.12: 0.8612.07: 1.5012.15: 1.50! - : -
3 10.90 :0.75+0.1411.20: 0.9311.65: 1.1012.00: 1.3011.69:1.08
4 !1.14 :0.95+0.16! - : - 11.76: 1.20! - : - 11.61:1.05
5 10.81 :0.63+0.1210.92: 0.7111.59: 1.15! - : - 11.65:1.07
6 10.46(*).33+0.1011.35: 1.0511.78: 1.2811.89: 1.3011.46:1.00
7 !0.80 :0.59+0.1111.43: 1.1111.64: 1.2311.90: 1.3711.43:0.93
8 10.87 :0.56+0.11! - : - 11.70: 1.2011.83: 1.3011.34:0.90
9 10.88 :0.73+0.1411.44: 1.1212.08: 1.55! - : - 11.37:0.90
10 !1.08 -.0.84+0.13! 1.43: 1.1011.90: 1.30! - : - ! 1.44:0.95
11 !0.68 :0.56+0.1211.66: 1.20!1.90: 1.3711.67: 1.2011.34:0.88
12 ! - : - !1.85: 1.4012.02: 1.4511.62: 1.0311.34:0.87

-Remarks:
(*) value measured with reactor operating at 150 kW in 6/1984
(-) value not available, reactor shut down or operated not long
enough.

2- RADIATION SHIELDING

The primary shield for radiation from reactor core in the
vertical direction is the pool water and the thick iron cover,
and in the radial direction, water and the massive concrete
shielding. The shielding dimensions (6m deep water and 3m thick
concrete), calculated in designing the 250 kW TRIGA reactor, are
at present still adequate for radiation protection of personnel
working at the ground floor level of the core in normal operation
conditions at 500 kW. At the first floor level another thickness
of heavy concrete has been added externally to the old shielding
in doubling the reactor power and specially in order to cope with
radiation up-rising from the heat extracting well newly installed
above the reactor core (see Ch. 2).
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Complete and regular Gamma dose measurements have been done
around the reactor during 500 kW steady-state operation. These
at-power measurements give dose rates of 70-130 mRad /h (0.7-1.3
mGy/h, including N-16 contribution) at 31 cm above the water
surface, and 2.5-3.6 mRad/h (0.025-0.036 mGy/h) at the surface of
reactor lead window. Outside the lateral concrete shield,
measured Gamma dose rates are 0.8-20 mRad/h (0.008-0.2 mGy/h).

During manual work of insertion/extraction of irradiated
samples for isotope production or activation analysis radiation
protection measures are steadily surveyed, mechanical tools
improved.

It is remarked that horizontal beamport shielding has not
yet been improved since doubling reactor power. In particular,
Gamma intensity level, with increased power , has created an
intense built-in photo-neutron source due to the reaction ( ,n)
on Beryllium material of the added reflector. Then, shutter
blocks of Triga design for beamport now become inefficient for
radiation shielding purpose when the beamport is open [1].
Furthermore, from the start-up until now, a system of neutron
dosimetry has not been provided for the Dalat facility.

3- RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

The primary objective of waste management is to ensure that
it will not give rise to any potential radiation hazard to man
and environment. In the Dalat facility, radioactive wastes are
disposed of in accordance with the USSR safety standards. In
order to achieve these standards, some factors need to be
carefully assessed in designing a waste treatment system. These
factors include types and characteristics of wastes, suitability
and cost of the treatment process as well as available options
for waste disposal.

3.1- SOLID WASTES

Solid wastes are classified as radioactive wastes when they
contain or are contaminated with radioactive materials. They
included spent ion-exchange resins, sludges from liquid waste
treatment, air filters, contaminated clothing, tissues,
glassware, etc..

a) Design, obieci iyes_. _

Methods of separation and disposal of solid wastes are based
on the type of radio-nuclides present in the wastes. Several
methods are available for the treatment of solid wastes with the
aim of reducing the volume to as small as practicable. Some
methods are studied in the Institute during the past years, but
the method used is yet the cementation installed by the designer
for the advantage of simplicity and rapidity (after waiting for
decay of short lived elements).
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b) Description of .solid .wauate-jcollection &-treatment..system _.. .

Solid wastes are separated at the origin by the obligation
of dropping waste in suitable containers. Two bins are provided
in each working room or laboratory for collecting radioactive and
ordinary waste. For short lived radioactive wastes, they are kept
at. the area waiting for complete decay and then disposed as
ordinary wastes. When the bins are full, they are sent to the
Mechanical Group of Reactor Department for supplementary
segregation before treatment and final disposal.

At Building No 5 purposely constructed for radioactive waste
disposal, solid wastes waiting for cementation continue to fill
two stainless steel drum of 300 1, wet wastes as sludges, ion
resins are solidified by mixing with cement. The final
cementation is carried out by dropping wastes in ready made
trenches and covering them with cement from a mixing machine. In
this way, average or high activity wastes are stored in reliable
underground trenches isolated from the environment by thick
concrete walls preventing radioactive material from leakage or
underground water penetration.

In the Dalat facility, the control and surveillance of waste
treatment and disposal are achieved periodically. The annual
quantity of solid wastes amounted to 300 kg with specific
activity less than 1 micro Ci/kg.

3.2- LIQUID WASTES

Liquid wastes consist of discarded solutions containing
radioactive substances or water rejected from the washing of
contaminated apparatus, articles and clothing. Based on its
chemical nature, liquid wastes are classified into aqueous and
non-aqueous, as well as divided with respect to their activity
into low, medium or high level wastes. In the Dalat facility is
installed a processing unit for low level liquid waste.

a) Design - ob j ©c.t iy.es.

All liquid effluents of low level radio-activity are
collected and treated to exclude radioactive substances and the
cleaned water after processing must have very low radio-activity
to allow to reject into environment or to reuse.

The liquid waste processing unit at Building No 2 was
constructed for decontamination and treatment of about 5 m3/day
of radioactive water collected from Bldg No 1 (decontaminating
water and leakage from primary loop, < 1 m3/day), from radio-
chemistry laboratory (1 m3/day) and from Bldg No 5 and Cloth
Washing Unit. The total alpha activity of liquid wastes does not
surpass 0.1 micro Ci/1 and total beta activity less than 1 micro
Ci/1. Their chemical compositions are : pH 5-7, total salt
content less than 1 g/1, oxidation degree les.° than 30 mg
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oxygen/1 and concentration of suspended substances < 100 mg/1.
(It is remarked that an oxidation degree greater than the above
limit will have bad influence on the quality of treatment of the
anion filter unit).

The processing unit satisfies the following quality
assurance:

- Possibility of recuperation of leakage or spillage water
(however, this capacity is not achieved during the rainy season
due to bad quality of construction of the underground laboratory
unable to prevent underground water penetration).

- Existence of sampling points permitting samples to be
collected for monitoring and evaluation purposes.

- Disposition of 4 collecting containers, each of 5 m3,
among them one can be used as back-up unit to ensure that wastes
could still be safely handled and contained in abnormal
occurrences.

b) System description.,..

Laboratories and working areas (at Bldg No 1 and at some
other places) where there is possibility of utilization of
(liquid) radioactive substances are provided with wash basins
connected to the special pipe-line Ko of liquid radioactive waste
through a collecting underground pit in the reactor hall. Any
washing of contaminated materials or any disposal of aqueous
liquid containing low level activity or even suspected to be
radioactive (such as rejected water from washing reactor floor)
are discharged into these wash basins. All other liquid wastes
must be discarded into normal wash basins draining to the
sewerage system of the reactor facility. When the collecting pit
is full, a warning signal appears in the reactor control room for
the operator to start pumping (2 pumps 57-1, 57-2) to divert the
effluent to 3 of 4 containing tanks (1-1, 1-2, 1-3) of the
processing unit installed at the underground floor of Building No
2.

From the initial design, the liquid waste processing unit
has the duty of supplying the reactor with high quality water
issuing from the treatment of radioactive liquid waste. At
present, the design is modified, the processing unit is new
operating with two duties, waste treatment and water supply,
separated at the input and output of the system, see layout
description in Ch. 2.

The method of liquid waste processing is briefly described
below. The liquid from the containor tank is first agitated and
mixed up with iron alum acting as coagulator-precipitator in
order to separate one part of radioactive substances or organic
and suspended substances ( precipitation with iron alum is best
suitable to high oxidation degree waste). The precipitate part is
settled out in the funnel part of the tank and then taken out and
treated as radioactive sludges. The clear water part is diverted
by pumping into the filtering system composed of mechanical and
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ion-exchange filters. At output, the quality of water is
controlled before discharging in the sewerage system to the
environment.

The results of waste treatment show that [2] the total gross
beta activity decreases
- about 10 times after coagulation, precipitation and mechanical
filtration,

- about 100 - 200 times after the primary ion-exchange filters,
- about 1 to 10 thousand times after the secondary ion-exchange
filters.

The activity of discharged water after treatment i3 0.01-0.1
pCi/1, see Table 2. After more than 3 years of operation, the
liquid waste processing system is still working with reliability
showing no leakage of radioactive water.

TABLE 2- Some standard values of radioactive liquid wastes

Standard

PH
conductivity. uSm/cm
total beta activity, pCi/1
concentration

Cl-
S04—
A1+++

mg/1

• before treatment

6 - 7.5
30 - 950
100 - 10 000

5 - 1 0 0
50 - 150 :
3 0 - 8 0 :

. after

6.5
1

0.01

treatment

- 8.5
- 5
- 0.1

However, in the chain of liquid waste treatment, measuring
devices and radioactivity controlling apparatus which ensure
technical standards and provide radiation protection to workers
have had to be repaired many times because of the insufficient
ventilation and humidity conditions at the underground floor of
Bldg No 2. A remote control system has been supplied but has not
worked well , due to humidity condition.

On the other hand, some places working with radioactive
substances and relatively weak activity wastes, such as
laboratories of water chemistry and chemical analysis groups, are
not yet equipped with special wash basins connected to the K3
pipe-line of radioactive waste drain. As for average/high
activity liquid waste, at the present level of activities of the
Institute, they are not yet particularly taken into
consideration.

3.3- AIRBORNE WASTES

Airborne wastes are composed of radioactive gases, vapour
and participates. This type of waste originates from volatile
radioactive substances, evaporation of radioactive liquids,
production of radioactive gases from reactor operation or from
any activity involving radioactive gases.
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a) Design o.bjec.tives

Airborne wastes are treated by using appropriate filters to
remove the greatest part of radio-nuclides from the wastes, the
filtered air will be subsequently released and dispersed into the
atmospheric air through the stack. When designing the ventilation
system, care must be taken to minimize the potential accumulation
or concentration of radioactive gases at any part of the system.
If it is unavoidable, appropriate measures should be taken to
minimize radiation exposure. Filter locations should also be
considered with care to ensure quick and safe handling and
removal of filters without incurring any undue contamination to
workers and the environment.

b) System description

The ventilation system for airborne radioactive wastes
consists mainly of pure air supply, working enclosures and the
exhaust system. The detailed description of the system is given
in Ch. 2.

The equipped filters are of polymer FPP type made in the
USSR. By the control of the air filter resistance of the filter
of heaviest load in the ventilation system Bl, it can be
concluded that after 4 years' operation,the system still works
reliably.

4- AREA AND PERSONNEL MONITORING

4.1- Area .Monitoring ...

The objectives of area monitoring is to ensure that the
radiation level in a particular area does not exceed maximum
permissible limits prescribed by competent authorities. In case
of exceeding these limits, immediate action must be taken to
minimize excessive exposure to personnel.

In the reactor facility, working areas are divided into two
categories: Zone A of rigorous radiation protection regime, and
Zone B of non-rigorous regime.

The area classification, based on potential accumulated dose
and on potential levels of contamination (ie surface and airborne
contamination) to workers in the zone, is determined by the
following limits:

Zone Accumulated dose D, mRem/h Contaminated level W,Ci/cm3

A 1.5 < D < 5 W < l.E-4 for alpha emitters
W < l.E-3 for beta emitters

B D < 1.5 W < l.E-5 for alpha emitters
W < l.E-4 for beta emitters
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All areas classified as radiation areas will be monitored
regularly. They include the following:

1- Reactor hall,
2- Laboratories of radio-isotope production,
3- Laboratories of nuclear physics applied research,
4- The waste processing unit,
5- Areas of radioactive exhaust.

Monitoring of the above mentioned areas is carried out with
portable survey meters. They are monitored each working day to
determine the radiation levels and to check for any
contamination. Airborne radioactivity is measured by means of
scintillator monitor RKB4-le placed in the laboratory of
Environment Control Group.

Besides working day monitoring, there are some areas
requiring continuous monitoring. For this purpose, an area
monitor with alarm is installed. There are 11 such monitors in
the reactor hall and 8 in the waste processing unit.

Regular monitoring at various places in the reactor hall and
laboratories by portable and stationary continuous monitors
allowed to conclude:

1- At prolonged 50 kW operation of the reactor, gamma dose rate
of personnel working regularly at various areas is always less
than 3/10 of permissible limits, the dose rate at main points in
the reactor hall has slowly increased with reactor operation
time.
2- Radioactive contamination at all areas is smaller than 3/10 of
permissible contamination limit.

4.2- Personnel Monitoring.

Each person working in the radiation zone is continuously
monitored to ensure the personal dose received not to exceed
limit prescribed by the International Commission for Radiological
Protection.

For external irradiation, the radiation dose is measured by
Thermo-Luminescence Dosimeters. In addition, direct reading
pocket ionization dosimeters are issued to personnel working in
high radiation areas such as reactor hall and isotope production
laboratories. All personnel dosimeters are processed, evaluated
and calibrated in the Dalat Nuclear Research Institute. Records
of received dose are kept at the Radiation Protection Department.

The statistic of continuous surveillance of personnel doses
in the period 1984-1988 shows that nobody has received dose
exceeding 3/10 of permissible limit (the highest annual dose
received does not exceed 1 Rem). The annual average dose received
by workers of the Isotope production section is only about 550
mRem .
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The personnel working in the radiation zone are also
monitored for radioactive contamination. Contamination monitors
are placed at the entrances of high radiation areas, in
particular one hand and foot monitor is placed at the entrance of
the reactor hall, another in the corridor at the border point
separating zone A and zone B. When entering these areas, the
workers have to monitor themselves for any radioactive
contamination. In fact, these monitors have been installed in a
free way manner, not in the one way in-out. Therefore the self
contamination control regulation is rarely obeyed (another reason
is the time response of these monitors is rather long). Besides
the above mentioned monitors, in some laboratories there are also
several fixed monitors (ratemeter equipped with beta detector
made in the USSR) permitting to control the contamination level
of working room and apparatus.

5- RADIOACTIVITY SITUATION AT REACTOR FACILITY

5.1- Tasks, and., objectives....o.f. .eavironiaent.al_coiatrol_prDgcamffie.. _..

The responsibility of surveying the radioactivity situation
of the environment of the reactor facility and its neighbourhood
belongs to the Environment Control Group of Radiation Protection
Department, DNRI.

Since 1982, preliminary studies on environmental radio-
activity in the area have been carried out for two purposes:
- Determination of the real influence of radioactivity over the
area around the old reactor;
- Determination of the main background to be used as comparative
basis of surveillance and assessment of radioactive influences
over the media in the future activities of the newly restored
reactor.

Afterwards, a programme was set up for the study of
environment control under normal and accidental activity of the
reactor.

Among different ways leading to a potential contamination of
man and environment of the area, one must take into account at
first:
- the contamination of water of such lakes as XuanHuong and
SuoiVang, which are the principal sources supplying drinking
water and watering water for all the city,
- the contamination by fallout for the area surrounding the
controlled area of the reactor facility. This area is composed of
vast vegetable planting regions of Dalat (the seedling nursery of
Dalat lays out at the foot of the hill site of the reactor) from
where different kinds of vegetables are sent to the city and
neighbouring provinces, especially to HoChiMinh city.
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The main objectives of the programme of environmental
control are :

1) To carry out, periodically and systematically, the
radioactivity control as well as the radiochemistry control of
environmental objects inside the limits of the controlled area
(extended over 300 m from the foot of the stack) and the
neighbouring surveyed area. In fact, the task consists of

- Systematically sampling and analysing the radioactivity of
environmental objects such as :

* soil, vegetable, fallout dust, rain water samples at fixed
surveillance places;

* water and sediment samples from neighbouring lakes.

- Sampling of environmental objects at control places completely
separated from influences of the reactor to analyse as
comparative reference.

2) To control irradiation external dose all over the surface of
the controlled area.

3) To control radioactive waste disposal of the facility in order
to prevent any harm to man and the environment.

4) To find out and evaluate in time all cases of accidental
discharge influencing the radioactivity situation of the
environment in order to apply needed emergency measures , see
detail in [3].

5.2- Sampling diaposition...andj:adiaac.1^vlta^eiexBiina±iQn

The choice and disposition of sampling places are presented
in Fig. 1. The environment objects to be selected for sampling
are as following.

1) Water samples are taken from 3 categories: tap water, rain
water and lake water mainly at XuanHuong and SuoiVang lakes. Tap
water is taken directly from the supply system of the City. Rain
water is collected from plates disposed at different sampling
locations. Furthermore, samples of discarded waste water and
cleaned water from liquid waste processing unit are also taken
for radio-activity control before rejection.

Water samples, taken at monthly intervals, are measured for
total activity, and if necessary, for elemental composition by
radio-chemical analysis method. If the measured radioactivity is
higher than the normal level, further analyses must be carried
out in time to determine the cause and work out the appropriate
measures.

2) Sediment and mud samples from the above lakes are taken at the
same time with water samples.
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3) Vegetal samples, Fig. 1, consist of alang grass, leaves of
needle-like-leaf trees and vegetable (alang grass and pine trees
are typically abundant in Dalat).

4) Soil samples are taken at the above places, Fig. 1, at
suitable depth and also at control drillholes around the waste
disposal building.

5) Fallout samples are taken at 3 collecting plate positions as
shown in Fig. 1.

6) Airborne waste samples are taken daily during reactor
operating at nominal power. Aerosol samples are taken inside the
controlled area (taking into account the wind rose cf the region)
by forced aspiration for first concentration on filters before
analysis.

TABLE 3- Sampling objects for environmental control

Sampling object Analysis method : Frequency Remarks

WATER - lake
- tap
- rain

-total activity :
-radiochemistry : 2 times/y
enrichm. Sr, Cs :

sample volume 11
sample volume

4001

MUD sediment -spectro-analysis: 2 times/y layer of 0-30 cm

VEGETAL
alang gr, pinelf

-total activity :
-spectro-analysis: 2 times/y
-radioch.ext.Sr-90:

SOIL, MUD at
- drillholes
- other location

: monthly in
:rain season

-total activity :
-spectro-analysis: 2 times/y
-radioch.ext.Sr-90:

surface 0- 5 cm

FALLOUT
-total activity :sampling with
-spectro-analysis: 1 month's
-radioch.ext.Sr-90: cooling

at 3 positions

AIR

-total activity :daily,reac-
(rapid evaluat.):tor atpower
-element analysis:sampling
of artificial :with 1 month
nuclides : cooling

aspirated volume
50 m3

aspirated volume
100000m3 daily

from 8-16 h

Since 1982 radioactive analysis of environmental samples has
been carried out. Table 3 presents different environmental
samples together with their collecting periods and methods of
analysis performed.
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Radioactivity of airborne waste is determined by the
scintillator system RKB4-leM. Dose rate at ground surface level
is given by portable dosimeter SRP-6B-02.

For vegetal, soil, fallout and water samples, the natural
radioactivity is determined in laboratory where radio-chemical
methods of separation, extraction and enrichment can be applied.

The analytical method of gamma spectroscopy is carried out
on the low background level gamma spectrometer system CMTE
utilizing semi-conductor detector and connected to a micro-
computer PC/XT type.

The beta activity is measured on the low background level
beta counting system LAS-3A with 3 pulses/mn background counting
performance in 2 geometry.

Concentration of Sr-90 is determined by the oxalate method
for solid samples, and by the method of simultaneous
concentration of Sr, Ce, Cs for liquid samples.

5.3- Radioactive. situation_.bef_or.e .xeacJtor...aiac.trup.

Before the start-up of the new reactor, beside the eventual
influences caused by the activity of the TRIGA reactor, the
radioactive situation of the site environment is under influences
of
- natural radioactivity of K-40, Be-7, U-Th and their daughter
isotopes.

- worldwide fallout, namely of Sr-90, Cs-137, H-3 which are
isotopes of long half life and high biological risk.

The collected environmental samples are analyzed to
determine the background level. They are :
- Atmospheric aerosol samples just at the ground surface level,
- Wet and dry fallout samples,
- Soil and sediment samples from neighbouring lakes,
- Lake water and tap water samples,
- Vegetal samples.

The sampling locations are distributed over the inner and
outer regions of influence of the Triga reactor.

The results of analysis, Table 4, show that:

- The Triga reactor, during its whole history of activity, had
not modified appreciably the radioactive situation of the Dalat
region.

- The determined background could be used to constitute the
comparative reference basis for observed measurements in the
future.
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- The artificial radioactive nuclides of long half life as Sr-
90, Ca-137, H-3 are only found in worldwide fallout samples.

However, attention must be paid to their migration and
accumulation, especially in the region of the site together with
its corresponding geochemistry and landscape barriers.

TABLE 4- Environmental radioactivity before reactor start-up

Objects

1.Surface aerosol

2.Dry & wet fallout

U Th K Be-7:TotAct:Sr-90:Cs-137

0,6 : 1,1
- unit IE-:
57,9:76,4
unit g/km2

470
9g/m3-
8,1
month

3.Soil and mud

4.Alang gr-Pineleaf

57E-5:21E-4
unit ',

2E-5: 1E-4
— unit %

0,3

0,3

5.Lake & tap water

6.Gamma dose rate
at lm from ground

HE-4:Rn 8,1: - :75E-8
unit Bq/m3

264 : 7,0 : - : 0,3
- unit 1E6 Bq/km2 month -

:H3 3,0 Bq/1 :
- : 450 : 0,13: 2,5

:- unit Bq/kg dry -
- : 110 : 0,41: 1,5
: unit Bq/kg fresh

- : 0,12 : 0,01: 0,002
:H3 5,0 Bq/1 :

- :2,5R/h: :

5.4- .^

Analyses of radio-activity in airborne wastes from the Dalat
reactor show that the airborne wastes are mainly composed of
Argon-41. The maximum specific activity of Ar-41 is equal to
(0.21 ±. 0.01) pico Ci/1 with exhaust dose rate (0.18 +.0.02)
micro Ci/s, see Table 1, Fig. 2. This value is about 60 times
lower than the permissible background level.

The radioactive background before the start-up of the Dalat
reactor is given in Table 3. The results of determination of
radiation dose at ground surface level at the time of reactor
operation show that there is no appreciable variation of the
radioactive level as compared to the one determined previously.
The total beta activity, and the specific activities of Sr-90,
Cs-137 of water in neighbouring lakes equally do not vary yet in
comparison with the already measured background level.

The variations of activities of artificial nuclides in
atmospheric aerosol at ground level, Table 5a, show that from May
to August 1986 nuclides Ru-103, Ru-106, Rh-106, Sb-124, 1-131,
Cs-134 appeared. In particular, the concentration of Cs-137
increased 1.73 times the background (1.29E-6 Bq/m3).
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TABLE 5a- Variations of activities of Cs-137 and Cs-134
in aerosol in DaLat (sample volume aspirated 100 000 m3)

Year

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

Cs - 137

7,5
7,5
7,8
12,9
8,0
7,4

: Cs -

not
not
not
5,7
not
not

- 134

found
found
found

found
found

TABLE 5b- Variation of activity of Cs-137 in soil Da Lat
(2 collections/year: beginning and end of rainy season)

Year

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

i- —Specific -activity.
: beginning

_
2,4 - 2,3

1,5
1,8
2,7
2,0
2,3

,. _£aAg_HiihQu_t_.aic
: end of rainy season

_
' 1,8

1,7
1,7

: 2,9
1,4
1,9

For the density of radioactive fallout in May 1986 an
abnormal singularity was observed. The total beta activity
increased 1.84 times. Activity of Cs-137 increased 10.7 times
with appearance of Cs-134, Ru-106, Sb-124 (Fig. 3). A peak of Cs-
134, Cs-137 activities was again observed in Dec. 1986 - Jan.
1987. After, the density of fallout has returned to the
background level, Table 5a.

TABLE 5c- Variation of activity of Cs-137 in alang grass
in DaLat (2 collections/year)

Year

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

: beginning

_
: 1,0

0,9
0,9
8,8
0,9
0,8

: end of rainy season

: 1,5
: 1,2

1,3
0,9
4,8
1,5
1,4
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TABLE 5d- Variation of activity of Cs-137 ,Cs-134
in pine tree leaves DaLat

; Specific..-activity.
Type :

: 1986
• Kn-P MAY

New leaf: not :
: found:

Old leaf: not :
: found:

Cs - 137
: 1987

1,41 : 0,07
: 0,19

0,78 : 0,04
: 0,11

».__BaAg-.lEe5bL leases
Cs -- 134
1986

befo.MAY after
1,26

1,07

: 2,78

: 1,41

: 1987

0,22
1,41
0,22
2,04

In ground surface soil samples, only Cs-137 and natural
nuclides were found. In 1986, the Cs-137 activity increased 1.4
times the average background, Table 5b, Fig. 4.

In vegetal samples, Cs-137 activity of 1986 increased 5.9
times in alang grass, Table 5c, Fig. 4. Table 5d presents the
monthly variation of Cs-137 and Cs-134. The singularity of 1986
also appeared clearly.

Parallel to the discovery of the above mentioned
singularities, the following complementary analyses have been
carried out in order to clarify the cause: spectral analysis of
exhausted air before and after the filter, analysis of elemental
composition and radioactivity of water in the reactor primary
loop, and analysis of some aerosol samples taken at some far away
places (Ho Chi Minh City). The detailed results are presented in
[3].

From these results it is concluded that until now the Dalat
reactor has not given rise to any appreciable variation of the
radioactivity situation of the Dalat region. The discovered
singularities in 1986 have to be attributed to the Chernobyl
accident.
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Chapter 6

SAFETY ANALYSIS

In this chapter the abnormal situations influencing
the safe operation of the reactor as well as their
consequences on the environment and population are
analyzed. These abnormal events include reactivity
accident, fuel failure accident giving rise to releasing
radioactive fission products, loss of cooling water and
other technological accidents.

1- ANALYSIS OF REACTIVITY ACCIDENT

Reactivity accident at the Dalat research Reactor may be
considered as the most probable event to be taken into account in
terms of its consequences. The following situations can lead to a
positive reactivity in the reactor core:

- Uncontrolled withdrawal of control rods,
- Drop of fuel element into the core during fuel transfer,
- Inserting or withdrawal of large reactivity-worth by

irradiation system,
- Control rod displacement due to earthquake or other

causes.

To protect the reactor in case of unpredicted increase of
its power, the reactor can be srammed by two limit signals on
reactor period and reactor power when one of these quantities
surpasses the scram value beyond the corresponding warning
limit. According to designer's document [1], these scram limits
are set at 110% (or greater) of working power for values of
energy range (105, warning), and 20 s for the minimum period (30
s, warning); the period threshold can also be set at 10 s or 40
s.

For scram situation, the time needed for totally inserting
control rods into the reactor is < Is. The time delay between the
moment when the safety parameter surpasses the scram threshold
and the moment of control rod drop to the core is not greater
than 0.15s, this delay being due to signal formation and
execution delay from electro-mechanical components of the control
rod drive of the safety system.

The results of calculations for reactivity accident for the
Dalat reactor in the above mentioned situations are presented in
[2]. It is worth mentioned that in design documents safety data
used in these computations related to fuel element are not given,
such as maximum limit fuel element temperature above which fuel
cladding can be impaired or deformed.
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For dynamics calculation, the following values of physical
parameters of the reactor are used:

- Prompt neutron lifetime 5.E-5 s ,
- Total delay neutron ratio 0.64 % ,
- Reactivity temperature coefficient

of fuel -l.E-5 /oC,
of moderator -2.E-4 /oC.

In reality, the measured temperature coefficient of moderator is
about -l.E-4 /oC and the effective total delay neutron ratio is
greater, due to the contribution of delay photo-neutrons.

1.1- Uncontrolled displacement of control rods

The shim rods KC and the automatic regulating rod AR of the
Dalat reactor can be withdrawn respectively with maximum speed of
3.4 mm/s and 20 mm/s, due to technical limitation implemented in
the servomechanism of the control rod drive.

The auto-withdrawal of one (or more) control rod KC or AR
can take place when the normal operation regulation is violated.
For the Dalat reactor, this can occur only in abnormal
conditions: either the interlock system against simultaneous
displacement of more than one control rod is defective or the
system of displacement velocity limitation is out of work.

Except for cases of earthquake or sabotage to be examined
later, the event of simultaneous withdrawal of several control
rods has low probability to happen. Therefore, only the
uncontrolled withdrawal of one KC or AR rod with different
velocities under sub-critical or critical states of the reactor
will be analyzed .

The calculations were carried out in the following cases:

a) The reactor is initially at nominal power, and
- 1 KC rod withdrawn with 3.4 mm/s velocity,
- 1 KC rod withdrawn with 1 mm/a velocity,
- AR rod withdrawn with 20 mm/s velocity.

Figs. 1-3 present the corresponding results.

b) The reactor is initially subcritical and one KC rod or AR rod
is withdrawn at the above velocity. Figs. 4-5 present the results
corresponding to the initial state of -1% sub-criticality and
l.E-7 of nominal power.

As can be clearly seen from Fig. 1, when the KC rod is
withdrawn with velocity of 3.4 mm/s, the reactor power increases
exponentially. If the safety system does not start, then after 10
s the surface boiling takes place inside the hottest channel and
the fuel temperature can become greater than the safety limit.

If the safety system works well, only 2.5 s after control
rod withdrawn does the safety signal of power appear, whereas the
safety signal of period appears only after 4 s. Taking the most
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unfavorable case, ie the safety rods respond to the delayed
period signal only, then even in this 4 s transient interval, the
maximum surface temperature of fuel element does not exceed 106
oC.

Fig. 2 shows that for the case of 1 mm/s withdrawal of YJZ
rod, the power increase is slower and power safety signal appears
after 6 s, whereas the maximum surface temperature of fuel
element equals 103 oC. If the protection system does not work on
power scram but only on period signal, which appears at 30 s, the
power of the reactor attains 200 % of nominal power, water starts
to boil and fuel temperature surpasses safety limits.

Fig. 3 shows variations of the principal parameters of the
reactor in case of withdrawal of the regulating rod AR from its
most effective, half inserted position with the maximum velocity
of 20 mm/s at nominal reactor power. Scram signals on power and
on period appear at 3 s and 4 s respectively. If the protection
system is triggered by the second signal, then the power attains
112% of nominal power and maximum surface temperature of fuel
element reaches 105 oC.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show that when the reactor is sub-critical
and the protection system works well, the uncontrolled
displacement of one absorption rod only increases the reactor
power by 1 to 2 decades , ie from l.E-7 to l.E-6 or l.E-5 of
nominal power, whereas the fuel surface temperature is almost
unchanged.

The above analysis leads to the conclusion that in case of
effective functioning of the protection system under scram signal
on reactor power, the safe operation of the Dalat reactor is
reliable under circumstances of uncontrolled displacement of one
of its absorption rods when the reactor is at nominal power or is
sub-critical.

1.2- Reactivity ..accident. ...during., fuel .transfer.. „

Positive reactivity can be inserted by accidental dropping
of fuel element during transfer or by flowing in/out sample of
significant reactivity worth. For fuel element event, the maximum
reactivity involved is +1% and the minimum dropping time into the
core is estimated at about 0.3 s.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 present events of positive reactivity of
1% and 1.5 % quickly inserted in the core within 0.3 s at nominal
power. These calculations simulate the general case of reactivity
accident of about 1% reactivity insertion. Actually, by
regulation, all manipulations involving the reactor core must be
carried out when the reactor is shut-down. For irradiated
samples, their reactivity worth is always less than the above
value, although the insertion time can be of the same order for
the fast pneumatic system.
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Fig. 6 shows the case of 1% reactivity variation within 0.3
s at nominal power. Calculations show that after 0.19 s, the
power and the period of the reactor attain the safety thresholds.
The maximum value of the power during this short transient time
is 500 % of the nominal power ( the delay time due to control
signal and command system is also taken into account ), whereas
fuel surface temperature does not surpass 118 oC.

Fig. 7 shows the 1.5 % reactivity case. For this extreme
event, the scram signals on power and period appear almost
instantaneously and the protection system must do the same. The
power attains 690% of nominal power and fuel surface temperature,
123 oC.

Both cases give rise to water boiling at the fuel element
surface but do not dangerously affect the cooling process of the
reactor core yet.

1.3- Control.rod displacements due.to. earthquake

In case of earthquake, the most dangerous consequence for
the reactor is that all control rods may be shaken simultaneously
off the core, inserting a significant positive reactivity.

In the case of the Dalat reactor site, the earthquake is
situated at level 6 MSK.

In this case, owing to construction measures undertaken, the
displacement of all control rods is limited to 10 mm,
corresponding to an insertion of positive reactivity estimate0.3
$. Fig. 8 presents the behaviour of the reactor at the first
seconds following such an event due to earthquake. All safety
thresholds are attained almost instantaneously, and with the
hypothesis of rapid response of the safety system, there will be
no consequence.

It is believed that, if the safety system of the reactor
works well, there is no risk for the Dalat reactor in the event
of earthquake.

2- FUEL CLADDING FAILURE

The Dalat reactor begins to operate at 500 kW power from 11
Feb. 1984. The working regime is discontinuous in time: lOOh
continuous run each month between a number of short ( <8h ) runs
from 1984 to 1987; in 1988 there is the regime of two times 75 h
continuous operation per month. Up to now, 15 Dec. 1988, the
reactor has totalized 6400 hours operated at power with total
energy delivered equal 133.3 MWd.

For safety assessment, it is necessary to evaluate at first
the activity of fission products (FP) created in fuel element
according to actual operating regime of the reactor, and then to
determine the consequences of fuel failure accident (FFA) on
population and environment.
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TABLE 1- Production of inert and halogenous gases in
fuel element in the Dalat reactor after 1200
hours' continuous operation at 500 kW

: F.Prod.

: Br-83
: Kr-83m
: Br-84
: Br-85
: Kr-85m
: Kr-85
: Kr-87
: Kr-88
: Kr-89
: Kr-90
: Kr-91
: I _131
: Xe-131m
: I -132
: I -133
: Xe-133m :
: Xe-133 :
: I -134 :
: I -135 :
: Xe-135m
: Xe-135 :
: I -136 :
: Xe-137 :
: Xe-138 :
: Xe-139 :
: Xe-140 :

:Decay const.
: 1/s

: 0.8096E-4
: 0.1035E-3
: 0.3632E-3
: 0.3851E-2
: 0.4416E-4
: 0.2048E-8
: 0.1512E-3
. 0.6780E-4

0.3763E-2
0.2145E-1
0.8060E-1
0.9978E-6
0.6691E-6
0.8371E-4
0.9257E-5
0.3598E-4 :
0.1517E-5 :
0.2196E-3 :
0.2913E-4 :
0.7381E-3
0.2120E-4 :
0.8351E-2 :
0.3016E-2 :
0.8176E-3 :
0.1733E-1 :
0.5097E-1 :

iNucl.Concentr.
:/cm3 (x 1.E13)

: 0.3843
: 0.1734
: 0.5002
: 0.1682
: 0.9774
: 0.0901

1.5485
1.8528
0.4639
0.0706
0.0126
1.1383
0.0062
1.2697
2.9406
0.2999
2.1399
2.5015
2.9891
0.2753
2.2085
0.1547
0.7959
1.5755 :
0.0871 :
0.0195 :

: Activity :
: Ci/cm3

: 0.84097E-2 :
: 0.48529E-2 :
: 0.04911 :
: 0.17505
: 0.01167 :
: 0.49882E-7 :
: 0.06328 :
: 0.03395 :
: 0.47182 :
. 0.40925

0.27467 :
0.30697E-5 :
0.11248E-5 :
0.02873 :
0.73568E-2 :
0.29160E-3 :
0.87708E-3 :
0.14849 :
0.02353 :
0.05492 :
0.01265 :
0.34915 :
0.64883 :
0.34813 :
0.40797 :
0.26819 :

2.1-

The calculation of i?P formation and its accumulation inside
fuel element in the Dalat reactor was realized on PC micro-
computer using the BURNUP code written at the Dalat Nuclear
Research Institute [3]. Calculations are carried out with 2
annual regimes at 500 kW: the realistic discontinuous regime with
12x100 hours' monthly operation and 630 hours'shut-down and the
hypothetical one with 1200 hours' continuous operation.

The fission products that influence on the environment are
mainly composed of inert and halogenous gases. Tables 1 and 2
give results of calculation of the built-up gases in a fuel
element after one year of operation of the reactor at 500 kW for
each of the above mentioned regimes.

From these results, it is seen that there are differences in
the values of concentration and activity of these gases according
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to the different working regimes of the reactor. However, for
each isotope, these values have the same order of magnitude. In
consequence, as far as the objective of assessing the
environmental safety is mainly concerned here, the 2 above
mentioned regimes of reactor operation can be considered as
equivalent- Calculations for other cases of consideration are
then carried out for the continuous regime.

TABLE 2- Production of inert and halogenous gas
accumulated in fuel element in the Dalat
reactor after 1200 hours' discontinuous
operation at 500 kW

(100 h run and 630 h shut-down)

: F.Prod.

: Br-83
: Kr-83m
: Br-84
: Br-85
: Kr-85m
: Kr-85
: Kr-87
: Kr-88
: Kr-89
: Kr-90
: Kr-91
: I _131
: Xe-131m
: I -132
: I -133
: Xe-133m
: Xe-133
: I -134
: I -135
: Xe-135m :
: Xe-135
: I -136 :
: Xe-137 :
: Xe-138 :
: Xe-139 :
: Xe-140 :

:Nucl.Concentr.
:/cm3 (x 1.E13)

: 0.3398
: 0.2064
: 0.2173
: 0.0481
: 0.9421
: 0.1235
: 0.9785
: 1.4829

0.1550
0.0622

: 0.0126
2.0655
0.0062
0.9869
4.1145
0.3146
2.2461
1.9161
2.7075 :
0.0925 :
2.4898 :
0.0798 :
0.2159 :
0.4369 :
0.0716 :
0.0193 :

: Activity :
: Ci/cm3 :

: 0.7435E-2 :
: 0.5775E-2 :
: 0.02133 :
: 0.05008
: 0.01124 :
: 0.6837E-7 :
: 0.03999 :
• 0.02717 :

0.1577 :
0.3608 :
0.2746 :

. 0.5570E-3 :
0.1131E-5 :
0.02233 :
0.01029 :
0.3059E-3 :
0.9206E-3 :
0.1137 :
0.02132 :
0.01845 :
0.01427 :
0.1800 :
0.1760
0.09654 :
0.3353 :
0.2665 :

Table 3 presents the values of radioactivity resulted from
calculation of inert and halogenous gases accumulated in the
"hottest" fuel element after the continuous 365 MWd operation of
the reactor. Table 4 gives the results corresponding to the same
operation regime but 48 h after shut-down.
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2.2-

In case of reactivity accident, if the safety system of the
reactor can not intervene in time, the reactor power will augment
such that boiling of water occurs leading to serious
consequences.

TABLE 3- Activity of FP gases accumulated in hottest
fuel element after 365 MWd continuous operation

: F.Prod.

: Br-83
: Kr-83m
: Br-84
: Br-85
: Kr-85m
: Kr-85
: Kr-87
: Kr-88
: Kr-89
: Kr-90
: Kr-91
: I 131 •
: Xe-131m
: I -132
: I -133 .
: Xe-133m :
: Xe-133 :
: I -134 :
: I -135 :
: Xe-135m :
: Xe-135 :
: I -136 :
: Xe-137 :
: Xe-138 :
: Xe-139 :
: Xe-140 :

.•Nucl.Concentr.
: /cm3

: 0.11115E15
: 0.86355E14
: 0.46556E14
: 0.49389E13
• 0.34707E15

0.67832E14
0.26106E15
0.48264E15
0.13624E14
0.20507E13
0.36623E12
0.10180E16
0.26781E13
0.30974E15
0.18431E16
0.14256E15
0.10186E16
0.50459E15
0.10175E16
0.19501E14
0.91437E15
0.44931E13
0.23782E14 :
0.73274R14 :
0.25300E13 :
0.56547E12 :

: Activity :
: Ci/cm3 :

: 0.2432 :
: 0.2416 :
: 0.4570 :
: 0.5140 :
: 0.4142 :
: 0.3755E-5 :
: 1.0669 :
: 0.8844 :
: 1.3856 :
: 1.1886 :
: 0.7978 :
. 0.02746

0.4843E-4 :
: 0.70079 :
. 0.46112 :

0.01386 :
0.04175 :
2.9952 :
0.80101 :
0.38902 :
0.52386 :
1.0141 :
1.9388 :
1.6191 :
1.1849
0.77893 :

One of the possible consequences is the evaporation of the
reactor water. In this case, although without moderator the
reactor could not stay in critical state, but the power level
attained without heat exchange may destroy the aluminum cladding
of fuel element and the reactor core.

For a less critical issue, the temperature of the fuel
elements can rise so much that their physico-mechanical
characteristics do not satisfy any longer the safety criteria
leading to cladding failure accident.
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TABLE 4- Activity of FP gaaes accumulated in hottest fuel
element after 365 MWd continuous operation and 48 h shut-down

: F.Prod.

: Br-83
: Kr-83m
: Br-84
: Br-85
: Kr-85m
: Kr-85
: Kr-87
: Kr-88
: Kr-89
: Kr-90
: Kr-91
: I _131
: Xe-131m
: I -132
: I -133
: Xe-133m
: Xe-133
: I -134 •
: I -135 :
: Xe-135m :
: Xe-135 :
: I -136 :
: Xe-137 :
: Xe-138 :
: Xe-139 :
: Xe-140 :

:Nucl.Concentr.
: /cm3

: 0.11106E15
: 0.86358E14
: 0.46175E14
: 0.43525E13
: 0.34719E15
: 0.67988E14
: 0.26005E15
• 0.48150E15

0.11452E14
• 0.74127E12

0.77105E10
0.10201E16
0.26784E13
0.30861E15
0.18456E16
0.14265E15
0.10193E16
0.50203E15
0.10166E16
0.19053E14 :
0.91531E15 :
0.32836E13 :
0.21223E14 :
0.70570E14 :
0.11097E13 :
0.49107E11 :

: Activity :
: Ci/cm3 :

: 0.24301 :
: 0.24162 :
: 0.45326 :
: 0.45299 :
: 0.41439 :
: 0.37640E-5 :
. 1.0628 :
: 0.88226 :
• 1.1647 :
: 0.42966 :

0.01680 :
0.02751 :
0.48435E-4 :
0.69824 :
0.46175 :
0.01387 :
0.04178 :
2.9800 :
0.80034 :
0.38008 :
0.52440 :
0.74113 :
1.7301 :
1.5594 :
0.51972 :
0.06764 :

Other possibilities leading to FFA can be the corrosion or
simply the fatigue of fuel cladding material under repeated
action of heat and neutron flux, and the cladding failure
accident due to inadvertent dropping of a fuel element during its
manual transfer.

In any case, for the Dalat reactor, the group of 12 fuel
elements surrounding the neutron trap at the center of the core
has the highest probability of FFA. The above calculations of
concentration and activity of FP gases have been carried out for
these hottest elements. In general, in case of partial core
fusion or cladding failure, only a part of these FP can escape
from the reactor and contaminate the environment.

The method of calculation of environmental contamination and
irradiation dose submitted to population by the discharge of FP
from nuclear facilities is presented in [4] and applied to the
case of FFA in the Dalat reactor.
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The calculations have been realized in the Center for
Nuclear Techniques in HoChiMinh City with the following
hypotheses.
- The reactor has been operated for 365 MWd (the actual value is
133.3 MWd).
- FFA occurs to one of the hottest fuel elements.
- One part over ten thousand of accumulated FP escaped from the
fuel.
- All inert and halogenous gases exhausted directly from the
stack into the environment.
- Meteorological conditions assumed stable (stability class D)
and the wind velocity equal 1 m/s.

The results of calculations show that the distribution of
irradiation dose in the wind direction attains its maximum at the
distance of 158 m from the stack and the maximum value is 0.75 E-
6 Rem. It can be concluded that there is no real risk for the
population and environment in case of FFA on the Dalat reactor.

3- LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

The heat exchange system of the Dalat nuclear reactor is
composed of two loops. Heat produced in the reactor core is
extracted by water of the primary loop and transferred to water
of the secondary loop through the heat exchanger. By the heat
exchange process realized in the cooling tower, heat is finally
dispersed to the environment.

For the DaLat reactor, the loss of cooling possibility can
only occur at two levels:, first, loss of flow accident (LOFA) at
the primary loop, and, second, partial or total loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) in the reactor tank due to leakage at the
horizontal beam-ports or at the tank bottom.

3.1- Rcimarx. .pump., fad lure._

In case of failure of the two pumps of primary loop, the
reactor will be scrammed by a signal of technological origin. The
residual power after shut-down is about 5% nominal power and the
natural convection process inside the tank volume water can by
itself assure the good cooling of the core [5]. Calculations also
show that in the event of primary pump failure, even if the
reactor were maintained at nominal power, the maximum temperature
at fuel surface could attain a value 108 oC after 40 minutes, i.e
during this time interval the reactor could be considered under
normal operation waiting for pump repair. After 40 mn at 500 kW
without primary flow, the phenomena of surface boiling will take
place at the hottest fuel element. If the operating power is less
than 500 kW, this time interval will be longer (810 mn at 20%
nominal power).
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In all cases of operating power, the LOFA in the Dalat
reactor will not lead to any serious consequence for the fuel
element.

3.2- Loss .of. water .froffi.̂ reactor_±ajQk

Although the total loss of cooling water in the reactor tank
has a very small probability of occurence, for safety reason it
is necessary to study this eventuality in assessing the fuel
stress and temperature produced in the worse conditions, ie in
the LOCA where emergency reserve water is in short and in
consequence, the reactor core can be cooled only by the
surrounding air.

For the Dalat reactor, the LOCA problem is not yet solved in
its totality. However, according to design data [1], when the
tank water is leaking out with the flow rate 10 m3/h, then during
24 h, the level of water can be kept at 0.5 m above the core if
it is supplied with the reserve water of the preventive basin and
in this case, the maximum temperature at the fuel surface does
not surpass 400 oC.

In case of total loss of water, the core is cooled by air
convection. Even in this condition of weak heat transfer ,
according to [6], for VVR Soviet designed type reactors having
power less than 1 MW, the core is not melted. Thus, one can be
confident that the Dalat reactor with power 0.5 MW of W R type
could withstand LOCA with no serious consequence on the reactor
core.

4- OTHER ACCIDENTS

4.1- Electrical.Uatwork Deficiency

In case of total loss of electrical current supply for all
the technical system as well as the control command system of the
reactor, the shut-down of the reactor will be immediately
realized leaving the reactor at its subcritical state. According
to [5], the residual heat in the core will be dissipated totally
inside the water volume without provoking any overheating of fuel
element.

4.2- Security. Bce.aking_lYjent._

At present , the disposition of 7 drive-motors of the
control system of the Dalat reactor can give rise to certain
anxiety concerning safety. Indeed, a significant risk encloses
the reactor facility in case of forced up-lift of one or all of
the control rods due to the collapse of the motor support (by
objects fallen from the crane or by sabotage) . A technical
solution is being worked out to prevent this risk.
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Chapter 7

AEHINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

1- ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1.1- General remarks

The Dalat Nuclear Research Institute DNR1 undertakes
training, isotope production, activation analysis and research.
The major activities of DNRI are centralized on the exploitation
of the reactor for the following purposes :

- To train national scientists and technicians for nuclear
science and technology on the base of the research reactor.

- To produce some radioisotopes for use in medicine,
industry, agriculture, hydrology, biology and research.

- To conduct activation analysis of geological,agricultural,
biological and other samples.

- To undertake research and development in nuclear science
and technology.

1.2- Administrative ..structure...

The DNRI consists of the following departments :
- Reactor Physics and Engineering
- Nuclear Physics
- Radio-Chemistry
- Radio-Biology
- Health Physics and Radiation Protection
- Nuclear Electronics
- Mechanical and Glass Workshop
- Scientific Information and Library
- Planning and Finance
- Administration
- Personnel

The DNRI is headed by the director assisted by three deputy
directors. Each deputy director is responsible for the activities
of several departments. In this report we consider only the
responsibilities concerning the reactor activities. One deputy
director is the reactor manager and one deputy director
responsible for nuclear and radiation safety.

Figure 1. shows the 1989 DNRI organization chart, relating
to the reactor management. In this field, the director is
assisted by the reactor manager deputy director who directs the
Reactor Physics and Engineering Department and by the safety
deputy director who directs the Health Physics and Radiation
Protection Department.

The Reactor Physics and Engineering Dept. comprises six
sections : Reactor Physics, Operation, Control and
Instrumentation, Mechanical, Electricity and Water Chemistry
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(Water Quality Control and Liquid Waste Treatment). The
department head is directly responsible for the Reactor Physics
Section and assisted by four deputy heads who are responsible for
the four sections Operation, Control and Instrumentation,
Mechanical and Electricity. The task of the Reactor physics
section is to study the problems of reactor statics, reactor
kinetics, thermo-hydrodynamics and computation.The main tasks of
other sections are the safe operation and maintenance of the
reactor and all its system, the performance of irradiations in
the reactor and the coordination of the reactor exploitation.

The Health Physics and Radiation Protection Dept. comprises
three sections : Health Physics, Environmental Control and
Radiation Protection. The acting department head is assisted by
one deputy head who is responsible for the Environmental Control
section and two senior officers head of the other sections. The
main tasks of this department are the overall implementation and
observation of the established radiation safety and control
procedures in DNRI, the monitoring of personal radiation exposure
and the periodic environmental monitoring of the area around the
reactor.

The daily activity involving the reactor operation is
carried out by four shifts. They are under the control of the
Operation section head. Each shift consists of seven licensed
persons:Engineer-Supervisor, Engineer-Operator, Engineer-Control,
Dosimetry Officer, Mechanician and two Electricians. The Shift
Supervisor is responsible for the safe activity of the reactor
and its technological system. The Engineer-Operator working at
the reactor control console and responsible for the reactor
operation. Supervisors and Operators come from the Operation
Section and the Reactor Physics Section. The Engineer-Control is
from the Control and Instrumentation Section and responsible for
the reactor control equipment. The Dosimetry Officer is from the
Radiation Protection Section and is responsible for the dosimetry
measurement. The Mechanician is from the Mechanical Section and
is responsible for loading and unloading the irradiation samples
in reactor, and for the working condition of the reactor cooling
system, technical water system and ventilation system. The
Electricians are from the Electricity Section and responsible for
the electricity power system and the diesel-generator.

1.3- Safety. Ganmitiee

The Safety Committee is organized in common for DNRI and the
Center of Nuclear Techniques in HoChiMinh City (CNT). The Safety
Deputy director of DNRI is chairman of the Safety Committee. He
is assisted by three vice-chairmen (head of Reactor Physics and
Engineering Dept., acting head of Health Physics and Radiation
Protection Dept. and deputy head of CNT), one secretary and four
members (head of Electricity Section, head of Environmental
Control Section, head of Health Physics Section and an engineer
of CNT).
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The Committee is a consulting organization of the DNRI
director (who is also director of CNT). It reviews every activity
in DNRI and CNT from the safety point of view including
industrial, nuclear and radiation safety. Safety significant
problems submitted to the Committee for safety assessment must
be reported to the director and approved by him before their
realization. For other routine problems, the director permits the
Committee Chairman to take the decision without reporting. This
procedure allows to enhance the responsibility and the
effectiveness of the Committee activity.

The scope of Committee activities encompasses two aspects :

i) Review and approve (or report to director for approval)
the following documentation :

- Proposal of modification in any technological system of
the reactor including the fuel reloading in the core.

- Proposal of new experiment project involving the use of
the reactor core and the experimental channels.

- Proposal of new instructions and/or regulations including
technical procedures such as procedure for sample irradiation,
procedure for actions in case of reactor emergencies, instruction
for reactor personnel, instruction for radiation safety or for
fire fighting, etc.

- Proposal of new training programmes or modifications to
the established training programmes including programmes for
training reactor personnel, training on radiation safety,
electricity safety and fire safety , etc..

ii) Inspect the following conditions of activity in the DNRI
and CNT

- Technical characteristics of the reactor and its
technological system. Head of Reactor Physics and Engineering
Dept. has to report by written document to the Committee on
every malfunction of the reactor and its technological system
together with proposed measures and solutions for examination and
approval.

- Action and discipline of the reactor personnel during
reactor operation: presence in their working positions, strict
observance of the established orders and instructions, keeping
reactor operation logbooks , etc..

- Technical conditions of laboratories meeting requirements
on radiation, electricity and fire safety. Implementation of
safety instructions among the Institute staff.

- Records concerning the environmental control, health
physics monitoring, transportation of radioisotope sources, etc..

- Reports of Reactor Examination Committee testing the
knowledge of the members of Reactor personnel. From the results
of examinations, permitting, or obtaining from the Director the
permission for, these members to work in the reactor.

- Reports of Radiation Examination Committee testing
radiation protection knowledge of the Institute staff. Authorize
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or report to Director for authorization for personnel to work
with radiation.

2- OPERATIONAL PRACTICES

2.1- Access, to. the .reactor .facility

Laboratories of DNRI are situated in three locations (Fig.
2) in the first location- the reactor center - there are the
reactor and its technological system and the laboratories of
Reactor Physics and Engineering Dept., Nuclear Physics Dept.,
Radio Chemistry Dept., Health Physics and Radiation Protection
Dept. and Administration Dept. Other Laboratories of Nuclear
Electronics Dept., Radio-Biology Dept. and Health Physics Section
are situated in the second facility.The third place located at
Building N° 18 of the Dalat University is devoted to the Co-60
irradiation source and laboratories of the Radiation Chemistry
Section.

The reactor center consists of two buildings: the Reactor
building , Bldg No 1,where are situated the reactor, Radioisotope
Production Lab. and Neutron Activation Analysis Lab., is a
radiation controlled area.The technical building, Bldg N° 2, is
used for Water Chemistry Lab., Liquid Waste Processing Station,
Analytical Chemistry Lab., Environmental Monitoring Lab. and
Administrative Staff.

The access to the laboratories in the 2 n d and 3fi locations
is allowed by heads of the appropriate laboratories.

In the reactor center, a police guard is present at the main
gate and a radiation protection controller at the entrance to the
reactor building. The access to the reactor center is permitted
with an admission card issued by the DNRI Director.

Workers are divided into the following groups

- DNRI staff
• Students and scientists on mission/visit
- Guests and visitors
- External workers for repair and maintenance

The permanent cards are given to DNRI staff. They have two
colors : the red cards are used for persons working in the
reactor building or persons who by duty must enter this building;
the yellow cards are used for the remaining personnel. The
temporary, white cards are distributed to visitor scientists and
students working more than one month in the reactor center. The
access to the reactor center of guests, visitors and external
repair and maintenance workers is permitted with an admission
paper authorized by the head of the Administration Department.
The temporary white cards and the admission paper for access to
the reactor building must be authorized by the DNRI Director.
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The access to laboratories in the Reactor center is
permitted by heads of the related laboratory after having the
admission card or the admission paper authorized by the DNRI
Director.

The area of the reactor hall and the control room is closed
by a door with electro-magnetic lock. Persons who want to enter
this area have to inform the Engineer-Supervisor by microphone
at the door.

Guests and visitors have to be accompanied by a staff member
of the Institute . Group of visitors is limited to 10 persons.

The liquid waste processing station is considered as a
restricted area with locked door. The access to this station is
authorized by head of the Water Chemistry Section.

The access to the Reactor center is allowed during the
working time including shift hours. The access at other times
must be authorized by the Director.

Institute staff and visitors are not allowed to bring their
personal bags into the reactor center besides the Department
Heads and Section Heads who have the admission card with special
sign "A".

2 . 2 - Ep.pceduxiejBL JEor. .

Experiments in the reactor may be classified as either
special experiments or routine experiments.

The experiments using horizontal channels belong to special
experiments. The design of a new experiment must be reviewed by
the Safety Committee and approved by the Director. Application
for experiment approval has to be prepared in form of written
document with full description of the experimental equipment,
analysis of the nuclear and radiation safety aspects, measures
against possible hazard. The Safety Committee gives the document
to some specialists for study and then submits to the director
for approval. The Director authorizes the chairman of Committee
to approve some applications. The approved document is
transmitted to the reactor manager. The experimenter will conduct
the experiment under control of the reactor manager and the
Safety Committee.

Reactor physics experiments are also classified as special
experiments. Application for these experiments are written in a
log book " Reactor Physics Experiments " with full description of
the experimental installation and operation. The Safety Committee
considers every new experimental application. After approval by
the reactor manager, the approved application is transmitted to
the reactor supervisor. The reactor shift members carry out the
experiment under the surveillance of the experimenter.
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Irradiations in the reactor are classified as routine
experiments. They are irradiations for radioisotope production,
neutron activation analysis, silicon transmutation doping, etc..
There are the following irradiation positions : neutron trap, wet
channel (position 1-4), two dry channels with pneumatic transfer
systems (positions 7-1 and 13-2), forty wet positions in the
Rotary Specimen Rack and one position in the thermal column with
pneumatic transfer system. Irradiations in the reactor are
provided according to "The regulations of irradiation in the
Dalat nuclear reactor ". The experimenter has to fulfill " The
irradiation request " with a description of irradiated material,
container type, irradiation conditions (position, power level,
irradiation time ) and estimation of the expected radiation dose
and radioactivity. " The irradiation request " is considered and
is signed by the reactor physics officer, radiation protection
officer and is approved by the reactor manager. Loading and
unloading of samples are carried out by the mechanician under
control of the reactor supervisor for wet position irradiation or
by physicists of the Nuclear physics dept. for dry channels or
thermal column . Irradiations have to be recorded to " The
irradiation logbook". " The irradiation request" is kept by the
Operation section head.

2.3- Handling of..nucleac...materials

Nuclear materials to be handled are fresh or irradiated fuel
elements, radioisotopes produced in the reactor and radioactive
wastes. Fresh or irradiated fuel elements are under control of
the Operation section head. The latter is an officer responsible
for accounting and control of fresh or irradiated fuel elements
of the DNRI. Fresh fuel elements are stored in the fresh fuel
storage (room N° 125 in the reactor building). This storage is
.locked and sealed. There is an alarm system to the police guard
at the main gate when the storage door is open.

There are two storage places for irradiated fuel elements.
The temporary storage is located inside the reactor tank, two
meters above the core, and is able to contain 72 fuel elements.
After a cooling time (about 3 months), irradiated fuel elements
are transferred to the permanent irradiated fuel element storage
that is a tank of dimensions 2.7m x 2.7m x 3.7m depth filled with
demineralized water. This storage contains 300 fuel elements.
The transfer of a spent fuel element from the core to the
temporary storage is performed by the mechanician using the fuel
element transfer can. The transfer of an irradiated fuel element
from the reactor pool to the permanent storage is carried out
with the fuel element handling cask. The transfer must be
recorded inside the reactor operation logbook, the reactor core
card, the temporary storage card and the irradiated fuel element
storage card.

Radioactive materials have to be handled with due
consideration to the safety of the staff, the reactor and the
environment. Production of radioisotopes is restricted by " The
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regulations of radioisotope production ". The transfer of
radioisotopes to the users is controlled by the radiation
protection officer and approved by the Director. The transfer
and the treatment of radioactive waste are supervised by the
radiation protection officer.

2.4- Reinspection

Reinspection of the reactor and its associated system will
be performed in accordance with the specification prescribed by
the designer or producer of the system or with the specification
approved by the reactor manager. The time of reinspection for
each reactor component and its associated system will be fixed by
the reactor manager in accordance with the schedule experiments
in order to minimize outage times. Reinspection is often carried
out in the period between the 100 hours continuous reactor
running. The inspection must include the following :

-- Inspection of the control and instrumentation system,
including the electronic units, the control rods, the rod driver
mechanisms, the apparatus of temperature and flow-rate
measurement, etc..

- Inspection of the primary and secondary water system for
leakage and corrosion, maintenance of pumps, filters, heat
exchanger, inspection of water monitor instrumentation including
temperature and conductivity probe, etc..

- Determination of the reactivity worth of each control rod,
the rod drop time, the excess reactivity, the shut-down margin of
the core, etc..

- Inspection of the irradiation facilities such as rotary
specimen rack, the vertical and horizontal channels, the
pneumatic transfer system, etc..

- Inspection of the reactor building including the
ventilation, the crane, the fire and safety instruments, etc..

- Inspection of calibration of all fixed and portable
radiation monitor.

- Inspection of the electricity power supply system and the
diesel-generator.

- Inspection of the ventilation system in laboratories, the
technical water system.

2.5- Reactor ..logbook .

The reactor operation logbook contains a complete records of
all operations and events which effect the reactor. The following
data are recorded :

- Data and time of start-up, shut-down and change in power-
level, name of shift members.

- Power level, positions of control rods, temperatures in
the established positions, water flow-rates in the primary and
secondary cooling system, pH and conductivity of reactor water.

- Irradiation of samples, experiments in reactor.
- All changes in the reactor configuration e.g. fuel

loading, control rod worth, etc..
- Any work or inspection performed on any reactor component.
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- Any reactor scram and its cause.
- Any warning alarm, any failure.
- Visitors.

The reactor logbook is kept in the reactor control room. The
operation section head is responsible for the reactor logbook.

3- EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

3.1- Types QJL.emerg.en.ey

The types of emergency that may arise in the DNRI facility
can be classified into three groups, according to the nature of
the possible incident and the expected degree of seriousness of
the effect caused. The types of emergency are :

1. Accident inside the reactor.
2. Accident outside the reactor with significant radio-

activity contamination.
3. Ordinary accidents with potential consequence on nuclear

safety or radiological hazard.

An emergency situation in the reactor can arise as a result
of incident in any one of these groups and it can occur either
during reactor operation or during shut-down.

3.1.1- Accident inside the reactor

An accident inside the reactor is declared when any of the
following occurs :

- accident caused by violations of natural origin,
- accident caused by activities of man,
- accident caused by malfunction of reactor instruments

which have great importance on the safety aspect or caused by
serious errors in operating the reactor.

3.1.2- Outside accident with high radioactivity contamination

This type of accident is considered when any of the
following occurs :

- significant leakage of radioactive liquid substances or
wastes from their containers.

- dispersion into the environment of unsealed radioactive
sources with major hazard stemming from the nature of the
radioisotope or the difficulty of the decontamination.

- uncontrolled loss of sealed radioactivity sources.

3.1.3- Ordinary accidents with potential consequence on nuclear
safety or radiation protection

As there are many types of accident belonging to this
category, it is difficult to present a complete list. For
example, besides explosion, fire accidents, one can think of
accidents resulted from the crane operating over the reactor
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platform or from the stack collapse due to its holding ropes
being broken cut off.

3.2- Emergency... plans.. _

When an accident occurs, the responsibility of solving the
event consequences is assigned to an executing committee. The
committee consists of :

- the DNRI director, the chairman;
- the safety deputy director, the vice chairman;
- the head of reactor physics and engineering department,

members, responsible for directing measures to cope with the
evolution of the accident occurred at the reactor and to deal
with its consequences;

- the head of health physics and radiation protection dept.,
member, responsible for the coordination of actions with related
heads of departments and sections involving accidents occurred
outside the reactor in order to deal with the evolution of the
accident and its consequences

- the head of administrative dept. , member, responsible for
the coordination of actions between different departments in case
of emergency situation.

At the time of emergency, if the reactor is operating, it
has to be shut down immediately and the reactor hall must be
evacuated. The reactor safety cation group consisting of reactor
manager, reactor supervisor, reactor operator and health
physicist has to be notified as soon as possible and will decide
on further action depending on the nature of the accident. They
will execute all emergency procedures to ensure the safety of the
personnel and reactor.

In the event of a major nuclear emergency, fire or
explosion, the ventilation will be shut down. If the emergency is
accompanied by the uncontrolled release of significant airborne
radioactive material, the evacxiation of all areas downwind of the
reactor building may be necessary. If this evacuation is deemed
necessary by the executing committee, the latter will order the
evacuation.

In some cases (e.g. critical accidents) immediate evacuation
following the alarm is essential. In other cases, it may be
permissible to delay the evacuation for sufficient time to ensure
shut-down of vital equipment, ventilation system, etc. if such
actions may prevent subsequent aggravation of the accident or its
effect.

In certain cases of major non-nuclear emergency in the
reactor hall, especially those involved dangerous chemicals or
explosive gases, the electrical power supply system for the
reactor hall may have to be switched off at the main switch
board. Ventilation and aeration will take place through the
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reactor ventilation system. The reactor will be shut down until
further notice from the executing committee.

Dangerous situations arising from experiments that may cause
major or minor nuclear or non-nuclear emergency should be
prevented by appropriate design and detailed analysis by the
safety committee. If an emergency situation arises during weekend
or holidays, the security personnel will inform at least one of
the individuals listed in an emergency call list.

3.3- Emergency. sauipmeiii...an.dl_..dQCujnsn.t. _...

The emergency equipment already available or ready to
operate consist of :

- personal dosimeters and other radiation control devices.
- emergency diesel generators
- system of emergency communication
- emergency transport equipment
- decontamination tools and substances
- clothing protecting articles

The emergency equipment have to be checked periodically in
respect to their number, availability and performance.

Documents needed in a situation of accident are :
- a plan of actions in case of accident
- building drawings with guide of emergency exits
- a scheme of fire preventing system
- list and scheme of position of emergency equipment
- a list of address of persons needed in case of emergency
These documents are placed at the headquater of the

executing committee.
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Table 1- Dropping time of control rods
Table 2- Inserted reactivity ($) versus dropping time (s) of

safety rods AZ, without accelerating spring
Table 3- Response time (+0,3s) at medium range flux
Table 4- Response time at high range flux
Table 5- Response time for power accident
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Table 1- Measured average activity of Argon-41 released from
the reactor operating at 500 kW (CONC = concentration
x l.E-8 Ci/1, LEVL = level of release x l.E-5 Ci/s)

Table 2- Some standard values of radioactive liquid wastes
Table 3- Sampling objects for environmental control
Table 4- Environmental radioactivity before reactor start-up
Table 5a- Variations of activities of Cs-137 and Cs-134 in

aerosol in DaLat (sample volume aspirated 100 000 m3)
Table 5b- Variation of activity of Cs-137 in soil Da Lat

(2 collect./year: beginning and end of rainy season)
Table 5c- Variation of activity of Cs-137 in alang grass in

DaLat (2 collections/year)
Table 5d- Variation of activity of Cs-137 ,Cs-134 in pine tree

leaves in DaLat
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Table 1- Production of inert and halogenous gases in fuel
element in the Dalat reactor after 1200 hours'
continuous operation at 500 kW

Table 2- Production of inert and halogenous gas accumulated in
fuel element in the Dalat reactor after 1200 hours'
discontinuous operation at 500 kW (100 h run and 630 h
shut-down)

Table 3- Activity of FP gases accumulated in hottest fuel
element after 365 MWd continuous operation

Table 4- Activity of FP gases accumulated in hottest fuel
element after 365 MWd continuous operation and 48 h
shut-down
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FIGURE CAPTION

Chapter 1

FIG. 1 - Siting of the Dalat reactor in the City of Dalat
FIG. 2 - Density of population (inhabitant/km2) around

the reactor site (o)
> 3000 900-1000 800-900 < 200

FIG. 3 - Population centers around the reactor site (o)
> 3000 900-1000 800-900

FIG. 4 - Wind rose in Dalat from January to December and
for Summer (mua he), Winter (mua dong), Year (ca nam)

FIG. 5 - Frequence of rain occurence in Dalat in
1 afternoon 2 evening 3 morning

FIG. 6 - Annual variation of temperature in Dalat
minimum, average _._._ maximum

FIG. 7 - Schematic tectonic map the Center and
the South East of Vietnam

East Sea 1st range fault Coastal line
ThuanHai-Minn Hai 3rd fault State boundary
Kame-KienDuc 2nd range fault Seismic boundary
SongBe-PhanThiet 2nd range fault Prognostic fault
LocNinh-VungTau 4th fault Real fault

FIG. 8 - Schematic geological map of the Dalat region
Cretaceous intrusive: granite, diorite,..
Mezozoic intrusive: pyrosenite, granite,..
Terrigenous effusive: Dacite, riolite.

Late Jura - Early Creta
Middle mezozoic terrigenous :

clay-shale, siltstone, conglomerate.
Middle Jura

Basalt effusive: basalt
FIG. 9 - Seism prevision of the Center and the South East of

Vietnam into 3 regions of seism intensity of 6, 7, 8 MSK

Chapter 2

FIG. 1 - General surface occupation at the reactor facility
(numbers refer to building, see Table 1)

FIG. 2 - Ground surface layout in the reactor building
FIG. 3 - Ventilation systems in

a) the reactor Bldg No 1 and
b) the technical Bldg No 2

FIG. 4 - Water supply system at the DNRI
FIG. 5 - Liquid waste treatment unit and

reactor water supply unit at the DNRI

Chapter 3

FIG. 1 - Description of reactor components, section view
1- cover 2- tank 3- suspending support
4- extracting well 5- thermal column
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6- core 7- reflector 8- spent fuel storage
FIG. 2 - Horizontal section of reactor core

1- core 2- graphite reflector 3- aluminum tank
4- beam port 5- thermal column 6- tangetial b.p
7- piercing beam port 8- spent fuel storage

FIG. 3 - Suspending support
1- well and core support 2- holes for neutron detectors
3- intermadiate fuel storage 4- water primary loop entry

FIG. 4 - Reactor cover
1- shielding cover 2- rotating mechanism
3- outer oval window 4- inner round window
5- spent fuel extract hole 6- lead glass window

FIG. 5 - Fuel element bundle
FIG. 6 - Positioning of neutron detectors in reactor tank

1- core 2- graphite reflector
3- lead shield intermediate range detectors
4- 3ource range detectors 5- energy range detectors

FIG. 7 - Gamma-compensated Neutron detector & connecting
cable
- source & intermediate range : fission detectors
- energy range : B-10 ion chambers.

FIG. 8 - Drive mechanism for control rods KC & safety rods AZ
1- dc-motor 2- magnet 3- position potentiometer
4- drum 5- end position contactor 5- friction gear

FIG. 9 - Drive mechanism for regulating rod AR
1- ac-motor 2- drum 3- absorption rod
4- counter-weight 5- end position contactor
6- position potentiometer 7- speedo-generator

FIG. 10a - Pneumatic transfer system at position 13-2
1- compressor 2- air filter 3- sample storage
4- detector 5- sample entry 6- reactor tank
7- reactor core 8- reactor bldg 9- telecontrol &

measurement
IG. 10b - Pneumatic transfer system at position 7-1

1- core 2- reactor tank 3- rabbit sensor
4- sample in/out 5- control unit 6- compressor
7- filter 8- air chamber

FIG. 11 - Rotating specimen rack
1- drive & positioning rod
2- extracting well over reactor core
3- sample in/out tube
4- irradiation hole
5- graphite reflector

FIG. 12 - General schema of reactor cooling system
1- reactor 2- heat exchanger 3- cooling tower
4-1,2 primary pumps 5-1,2,3 ion exchange filters
6-1,2,3,4 mechanical filter 29-4,5 secondary pumps
57- liquid waste pump A7-A8 water supply electrovalves

FIG. 13 - Water treatment unit for reactor water supply
M- stainless steel filter K- cation exchange filter
A- anion exchange filter AK- mixed ion exchange filter

FIG. 14 - Neutron flux ratio for core configurations
of 86 and 88 fuel elememts

FIG. 15 - Working configuration of reactor core
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with 89 fuel elements

Chapter 4

FIG. 1 - Disposition of functional blocks in UNO units,
AKNP system
1- Calibration and control block
2- Block BIK-03 high range channel
3- Block BIK-02 medium range channel
4- Block BIK-01 low range channel
5- Checking and averaging block
6- Automatic regulating block

FIG. 2 - Functional block diagram of low and medium range
channel

1- Input block 2,3,4- Count-rate block
5,6,7- Logarithmic amplifier 12,13,14- Difference amplifier

8,10,14- Buffer block 9- Power threshold block
15- Period threshold block

FIG. 3 - Functional block diagram of high range channel
1- Input block
2- Counting block 3- Count-rate block
4- Log amplifier 5- Differential amplifier

6,8,10- Buffer block 7,9- Threshold block
FIG. 4 - Functional diagram of automatic regulation block

1- Input block 2- Comparator
3- Code to Frequency converter 4- DAC
5- Unbalance signal amplifier 6- Period signal amplifier

FIG. 5 - Functional diagram of AZ logic block
1- Logic processing block BAZ
2- 2 out of 3 selection block
3- Amplifier
4- Power amplifier
5- Intermediate relay block
6- Motor driving relay block
7- Servo-driver AZ
8- AZ rod

FIG. 6 - Logic diagram of safety function
Input signals:
Tw- warning by period
Ts- scram by period
Pw- warning by period
Ps- scram by power
W- UNO failure

F1.F2- scram by lary / 2ary water flow-rate
Lw- warning by water level in reactor tank
Ls- scram by water level in reactor tank
Np- scram by no power supply
Z - manual scram at control desk or platform
DP- intermediate range signal
DE- energy range signal

FIG. 7 - Functional diagram of KC logic block
1- Logic processing block BKC
2- 2 out of 3 selection block
3- Amplifier
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4- Power amplifier
5- Intermediate relay block
6- Motor driving relay block
7- Servo-driver KC
8- KC rod

FIG. 8 - Functional diagram of AR logic block
1- Logic processing block BAR
2- 2 out of 3 selection block
3- Amplifier
4- Power amplifier
5- Intermediate relay blocK
6- Magnetic amplifier
7- Servo-driver AR
8- AR rod

FIG. 9 - Schematic diagram of the reactor technical system
and associated measurement system KIP

Chapter 5

FIG. 1 - Sampling positions for environment control
10 position number

150 m distance from stack, m
FIG. 2 - Variations of exhaust rate (a) and Ar-41

activity (b) at the Dalat nuclear research reactor
FIG. 3 - Variation of radioactive fallout in Dalat
FIG. 4 - Variations of Cs-137 activities

in Dalat soil sample (a) and grass sample (b)

Chapter 6

FIG. 1 - Time variations of power N/No and maximum
temperature at fuel surface Tfmax due to
uncontrolled displacement of one control rod KC
with velocity 3.4 mm/s at nominal power

1 - protection system out of work
2 - protection system working

FIG. 2 - Time variations of power N/No and maximum temperature
at fuel surface Tfmax due to uncontrolled displacement of
one control rod KC with velocity 1 mm/s at nominal power

1 - protection system out of work
2 - protection system working

FIG. 3 - Time variations of power N/No and maximum temperature
at fuel surface Tfmax due to uncontrolled displacement of
regulating rod AR with velocity 20 mm/s at nominal power

1 - protection system out of work
2 - protection system working

FIG. 4 - Time variations of power N/No due to uncontrolled
displacement of one control rod KC with velocities 3.4 mm/s
and 1 mm/s at subcritical state
1 - protection system out of work
2 - protection system working

FIG. 5 - Time variations of power N/No due to uncontrolled
displacement of regulating rod AR with velocity 20 mm/s at
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subcritical state
1 - protection system out of work
2 - protection system working

FIG. 6 - Power and temperature evolution under a hypothetical
accident of reactivity 1% dk/k
1 - protection system out of work
2 - protection system working

FIG. 7 - Power and temperature evolution under a hypothetical
accident of reactivity 1.5% dk/k
1 - protection system out of work
2 - protection system working

FIG. 8 - Reactor behavior under simultaneous displacement of
all control rods due to earthquake
1 - protection system out of work
2 - protection system working

Chapter 7

FIG. 1 - Organization chart of reactor management at DNRI
FIG. 2 - The Nuclear Research Institute in Dalat city

1- Reactor center 2- Second facility
3- Cobalt source, Dalat University
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